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                               ABSTRACT 

          This thesis considers message routing and channel capacity 

          assignment problems for store-and-forward computer communication 

          networks. 

           In Chaper 1, fundamental aspects of a computer communication 

          network are presented. Furthermore, a review of the previous 

         researches and the problems  studied  in this thesis are summarized. 

           In Chapter 2, a store-and-forward computer communication network 

         is mathematically modeled as a simple queueing network. Using 

          this model, many results are given later on. 

          Next, the optimum route assignment problem is formulated as a 

         problem finding the optimum route assignment with the minimum 

         total average message delay. Its solution is derived as the 

         optimum route assignment theorem which gives the necessary and 

         sufficient conditions to minimize the total average message delay. 

          Finally, detouring behavior of the optimum route assignment is 

         -compared with that of the equal-delay-principle route assignment, 

         and the difference between them is clarified 

           In Chapter 3, a new adaptive routing procedure based on the 

         optimum  route assignment theorem  is proposed. And,from 

         simulation results, it is verified that the new procedure is able 

         to select the route on which total message is transmitted by 

         smaller delay than the ARPA procedure. 

            In Chapter  4, the optimum channel capacity assignment problem is 

         formulated, and its solution is obtained as the optimum channel 

         capacity assignment theorem, which gives the necessary and sufficient 

         conditions to minimize the total average message delay in the case 
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of general message length. 

 From numerical results, the difference between the characteristics 

of the optimum channel capacity assignment and that of the most 

plausible assignment, i.e. the proportional channel capacity 

assignment, is clarified. 

  In Chapter 5, extended  optimum channel capacity assignment 

problems are considered. The optimum channel capacity assignment 

problem as first given by Kleinrock is to minimize the total 

average message delay. From the Little's formula, this problem 

may be interpreted as a problem finding the channel capacity 

assignment to minimize the total number of messages within the 

network. Therefore, an extended optimum channel capacity 

assignment problem to reduce variation among queue  lengths  may be 

formulated. The solution to this problem is derived, and some 

interesting properties are clarified. Another extended problem is 

given by Meister et al., which is a problem to reduce variation 

among channel delays. A dual relation between these two extended 

problems is shown. 

  In Chapter 6, the overall conclusions obtained in this 

dissertaion are summarized. 
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                        CHAPTER 1 

                      INTRODUCTION 

 Both computer technology and communication technology have been 

playing an extremely important role in human society. The close 

connection of these technologies produced a new information 

processing system which is called "computer network". 

 A computer network is generally defined  as a set of autonomous , 

independent computer systems, interconnected so as to permit 

interactive resource sharing between any pair of systems  [1] . As 

mentioned in the above definition, the main purpose of a computer 

network is to share the resources , i.e.  database, hardware, and 

software. Furthermore, it has another purposes such as high 

reliability and load sharing. At present , there are several 

computer networks in the world. However , they are still in the 

laboratory stage. 

  This dissertation mainly studies design problems for a computer 

communication network interconnecting large  computer systems . 

1.1 Computer Communication Network  

     The general configuration of a computer network is shown  in 

 Fig.l.l. A computer network consists of two subnetworks . One 

of them is a local network, which  is also called a low level • 

network, with large computers and terminals connected to them by 

 low--speed channels. The large computers carry out the useful 

processing and storage tasks. The other is a computer  communication 

network, mutually connected by high-speed data communication 

channels. The node computers carry out the communication oriented 
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task. 

 The topological configuration of communication networks may be 

divided into four types: 

(1) Centralized network (Star network) 

    A number of nodes are connected  to a central node with control 

function such as switching. The centralized network is superior 

in simplicity and cost, but is not very reliable. 

 The examples of this type are the COINS network, the  NETWORK/440 

[2], the OCTOPUS network of Lawrence Radiation Laboratory [3], and 

the TUCC network in North Carolina. 
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(2) Loop network  [4,5] 

    In this network, nodes form a ring or  a  loop. This network 

has an advantage in cost and line length. 

 The example of this type is the  DCS of University of California . 

(3) Distributed network 

    Communication control functions are distributed to each node 

which is connected to many neighbouring nodes. The reliability of 

this network is high because there are several alternating routes 

between source node and destination node. In this network, 

routing procedure is needed. 

 The ARPA network  [1,6,7,8,91 is the most representative network 

of this type. Another examples are the NPL network [9,10,11], the 

CYBERNET, and the MERIT computer network. 

 For computer communication networks, switching methods  are. 

classified into three main methods as follows: 

(1) Circuit  (Line)-switching• 

    In this method, a complete path of connected lines  is• 

established from source node to destination node by a call before 

messages are transmitted. 

(2) Message-switching 

    Message is transmitted from its source node to its destination 

node in store-and-forward fashion. 

(3) Packet-switching 

   The packet-switching is basically  the same as the message-

switching, except that the message is decomposed into packets. 

   Store-and-forward switching is general term for message-

switching and packet-switching. 
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         In computer-computer communication,  most of messages are 

        interactive  messages with short length. Therefore, the store-and-

       forward switching, especially packet-switching, is more suitable 

       to the  computr communication networks [12,13]. 

         On the other hand, circuit-switching is more suitable to 

        transmitting a long message such as a file  message.  Therefore, 

       the hybrid-switching with both advantages of circuit- and packet-

       switching is also proposed [14,15]. 

          In the future, as a large computer communication network, the 

        distributed store-and-forward network is expected to develop. 

         In evaluating the computer communication network, several 

 peformance measures are considered: 

       (1) Message delay 

      (2) Throughput 

      (3) Cost 

      (4)  Reliability. 

        These must be considered in the following design problems of 

        computer communication networks. 

       (1) Topological design 

       (2) Channel capacity assignment problem 

       (3) Route assignment problem 

       (4) Message routing procedure 

       (5) Flow control 

        Concerning the design of the optimum network, it is  impossible  to 

       deal with these design problems simultaneously. Therefore, in 

        general, these problems are considered independently. 
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1.2  Review of  The . Previous Researches  

     In this section, the brief review of the previous researches 

on store-and-forward computer communication networks  is shown. 

  The earliest mathematically modeling and analysis of the  store-

and-forward network were given by Kleinrock [16] based on the 

results of Berk [17] and Jackson [18]. Moreover, the message 

length independence assumption was derived, and  its validity was 

verified from simulation results [16]. As the result, each 

queueing unit within the network may be considered as an  independent 

unit. Most of the  analytical considerations of store-and-forward 

networks, especially message-switching networks are based on 

Kleinrock's modeling [See for example Miyahara [19]]. On the 

other hand, the analysis of a packet-switching network  is 

extremely difficult. Approximate analysis of  it is given by Fultz 

 [20], Rubin[21,22,23], Okada  [24,25], and  Hashida [26]. 

 The optimum design problem of store-and-forward network was 

formulated as a problem to achieve minimum total average message 

delay as a fixed cost by appropriately choosing the network 

topology, the channel capacity assignment, the message routing, 

and flow control [16]. However, these variables are mutually 

related, and the optimum design of a network is  imposible  in this 

sense. Therefore, in general, that problem is divided  into some 

individually independent problems. Concerning the topological 

• design of the network, optimum solution is not still found, but 

good  suboptimum procedures designing the network topology are 

given by  Doll[27] and  Frank[28,29]. The optimum channel capacity 

assignment problem for a message-switching network is formulated 

and solved by Kleinrock [16]. Meister discussed the channel 
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       capacity assignment reducing variation among channel delays [30], 

       and  further  considered the case of nodal cost and capacities  [31]. 

        Frank  [29]  devised an optimum procedure for selecting discrete 

       channel capacity for tree network. 

        The message routing problem is divided into two problems. One of 

       them is a problem finding the optimum routes of messages in steady 

       state. Concerning this problem, the basic concept of the maximum 

       flow between source node and destination node was discussed by 

      Frank [32], Ford  [33], Rothfarb  [34], and Sanada [35]. On the other 

       hand, several algorithms finding the optimum set of routes of 

       messages in order to minimize total average message delay were given 

       by Frank [29], Cantor [36], Frata  [37], and Schwartz [38]. The 

       other is  a design problem of routing procedure which is one of the 

       most important problems in operational network.  Prosser  investigated 

       the random routing [39] and the directory routing  [40]. Boehm 

 [41], Furtz  [42],  McQuillan  [43], Rubin  [44], and Butrimenko  [45] 

       examined or proposed adaptive routing procedures.  Pickholtz  [46] 

       discussed the effect of priority discipline in routing. 

        Flow control is a technique to prevent congestion which is a 

       major hazard to store-and-forward network. Pennotti  [47] and 

       Sanada  [48] analyzed congestion phenomena. Kahn  [49] and Herrman 

 [50] showed the flow control method in the ARPA network. Davies 

        [51] proposed the Isarithmic method, and the behavior is analyzed 

       by Price [52,53] and Okada  [54]. 
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1.3 Research Problems  

     In this thesis, we study some problems as mentioned in Sec . 

1.2. We summarize them as follows: 

(1) Route assignment problem  

    The optimum route  assignment problem  is formulated as a problem 

finding the set of routes of messages to minimize total average 

message delay. The solution is given as the optimum route 

assignment theorem. Furthermore, the difference between the 

behavior of the optimum route assignment and that of the equal-

delay-principle route assignment is discussed. 

(2) Adaptive routing procedure  

    A new adaptive routing procedure based on the optimum route 

assignment theorem is proposed. And, from the simulation results, 

the superiority of our new procedure to the ARPA one is verified . 

(3) Optimum channel capacity assignment problem  

    The optimum channel capacity assignment problem as first given 

by Kleinrock is to minimize the total average message delay . He 

solved this problem in the case of exponential message length. 

 In this thesis, this problem is solved in the case of general 

message length. The solution is given as the optimum channel 

capacity assignment theorem which gives the  necessary  and sufficient 

conditions to minimize the total average message delay.  From 

numerical results, the  difference between the optimum channel 

capacity assignment and the most plausible assignment, i.e. the 

proportional channel capacity assignment, is considered. 

 (4) Extended optimum channel capacity assignment problem 

    Kleinrock's channel capacity assignment problem may be 

interpreted as a problem minimizing the number of messages within 
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        the network. We extend this problem to a problem reducing variation 

        among queue lengths, and its solution is  obtained.. On the 

        other hand, Meister et al. extended it to a problem reducing 

        variation among channel delays. It is found  that  these two 

        assignments have a dual relation to each other. 
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                        CHAPTER 2 

            OPTIMUM ROUTE ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM 

 2.1 Introduction  

      One of the important  problems  for .  canpatercammtnicatimnetworks 

 is a message routing problem, which is referred to as the  optimum 

route assignment problem. The optimum route assignment problem 

is to find the optimum set of routes on which messages have to 

be transmitted in order to minimize total average message delay . 

By this time, various algorithms [36 ,37,38] have been proposed 

for solving this nonlinear optimization problem . The conditions 

to minimize the total average message delay are also well known 

in the single commodity case in which all messages are  transmitted 

from the same source node to the same destination node
, and the 

distribution of message length is  exponential  [35] . 

  Store-and-forward computer communication networks may be 

mathematically modeled by queueing networks . The queueing network 

consists of a number of queueing units mutually connected in 

series or parallel. By introducing the message length independence 

assumption and the general independence assumption
, we may consider 

each  queueing unit as an independent queueing unit  M/G/1 . 

  In this chapter, we consider the optimum route assignment problem 

in the multi-commodity case in which there are many pairs of 

source node and destination node , and the distribution of message 

length is general. Concerning this problem , we derive  "optimum 

route assignment  theorem" which gives the necessary and sufficient 

conditions to obtain the optimum route assignment minimizing the 

total average message delay . 
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        Furthermore, we consider a simple multiple-channel model. By 

       applying the optimum route assignment theorem, the optimum route 

       assignment is derived for this model. And, from numerical results, 

       the difference between the optimum route assignment and  the 

       equal-delay-principle route assignment is clarified. 

       2.2 Mathematical model of Store-and-Forward  Computer  Communication  

            Networks  

            First, for mathematically modeling the store-and-forward 

 switching  communication networks such as message-switching 

 networks and  packet-switching networks, we introduce the  eleffentary 

       concepts associated  with  the network. The store-and-forward 

 switching network consists of a number of nodes  connected to each 

 ,other by channels as shown in  Fig.2.l. The  node is  a  switching 

       center. The message (or packet)  is  specified  .by its source  node 

       and destination  node, length and priority class. In this network, 

       a message (or packet) is transmitted from  its•source node to its 

 destination node in store-and-forward  fashion: As an example, 

 suppose  that  a  message originate at node 1 and is destined for 

      node 8. This message originate at node 1, that is, enters the 

      network at node  1 from the outside of the network. Upon  m'iLg;inatIon 

       of the message at node 1, the nodal processor receives it, and 

 must make a decision as to whether to  send  the  message  to node 2 or 

       node 5, that is, as to whether to send the message via channel 1 

       or channel 2. The decision rule is referred to as the  routing procedure. 

       After the routing decision, the message joins the queue coresspond-

       ing to the assigned route or channel, say channel 2. If the channel 

       2 is busy, the message must wait in the queue before the channel 
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becomes  available. And, if the channel is empty, the message is 

transmitted to node 5 immediately. When the message arrives at - 

node 5 via channel 2, the same process as at node 1 is performed . 

That is, the store-and-forward process as above is repeated at 

each  nod& belonging the route from the source node to destination 

node until the message arrives at the destination node . Eventually 

the message leaves the  network at  the destination  node 8 . 

 Therefore, the store-and-forward communication network may be 

mathematically modeled by the queueing network which consists of 

a number of queueing units mutually connected in  series or parallel . 

Figure 2.2 shows a part of the queueing network corresponding to 

the store-and-forward communication network as shown in  Fig .2.1. 

The queueing unit consists of a single server and a waiting room . 

The former is a channel, and the latter is a buffer  in .-which  after 

the routing decision, the messages (or packets) wait until the 

channel becomes available. It is extremely difficult to analyze 

this model because it leads to a rather complex mathematical model 

in which the permanent assignment of length to each message gives 

rise to a  dependency  between the interarrival time and length of 

adjacent messages as they  travel through the network . However, by 

introducing the message length independence assumption [16] and the 

general independence  assumption[20].i  me  may consider the queueing unit 

as an independent unit. These two  assumptions  are as follows: 

   The message length independence assumption  

   Each time a message is received at a node within the network , 

 a new length v is chosen for this message from the following 

 probability function. 
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 f(v)=pe-liv 

 Of course, in this assumption , we assume that the message length 

 is exponential. Using this assumption , the queueing unit can be 

 modeled as  M/M/1. 

  On the other hand, the following assumption is useful  in the 

 case of general message length . 

    The general  independence  assumption 

    Assume that the  message interarrival times at each node 
within 

   the network are Poisson. 

  Using this assumption , the delay for any channel can be computed 

from  Pollaczek-Khinchin formula [55] , assuming that the queueing 

unit is characterized as  M/G/1 . 

• 

 Before proceeding, we define and list below some of the i
mportant 

quantities and symbols. 

          B. ;the  i-th channel within the network 

 Ni ;the i-th node within the network 

 R.(s,d)  ;the j-th route from source node  N
s to  destination 

                   node Nd 

          N ;number of channels within the network 

          M ;number of nodes within the network 

          n(s,d) ;number of routes from  N
s to Nd 

 C. ;channel capacity of B
i (bits/sec) 

          Ai ;average traffic rate at  B .(messages/sec) 

 1/pi ;average message length for  B
i (bits) 

 pi ;average channel utilization of Bi 

 See APPENDIX A 
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 Ti  ;averagechanneldelaymE.(average delay 

                    for a message passing through  B.,  which  includes 

                    both time on queue and time in transmission) 

                  (sec) 

 L.  ;averagequeuelengthonB.(includes number 

                     of messages on queue and number of messages 

                    in transmission) (messages) 

 ysd ;average arrival rate of messages with source 

                    node  N and destination node Nd  (messages/sec) 

          Zsd ;average message delay of messages with source 

                    node  Ns and destination node Nd (sec) 

          T ;total average message delay over a entire network 

                  (sec) 

                    ;total message arrival rate from external sources 

                    to the network  (messages/sec) 

 Having these definitions, several relations can be stated which 

will be used later on. 

    Y=  Tsd (2.1) 
                     s,d 

 A. 
   P.-(2.2)                  1  

p.0  i 

                                                  A. 
 T. Ysd  Zsd1yTi (2.3)1' 

 s,d y i y 

 And, from well known Little's formula 

     L.1=X1T. (2.4) 

  See APPENDIX B 
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T can be rewritten as 

 L. 
    T= —3=- (2 .5) 

 i  y 

 Furthermore, the average delay  Ti is given by 

                    1 
       T.1-  for  M/M/1 (2.6) 

                          p.C-A                  11 

                 1 ,2+x20,2,c2                        '111' i  
         T.1= — pi+ for  M/G/l (2.7) 

           i  2(1-p) 

where a.2  is the variance of message length in  B
1. 

 For computing the average channel delay  Ti, we use  Eqs .(2.6) 

and (2.7) for exponential message length and for general message 

length respectively. 

2.3 Optimum Route Assignment Theorem for Store-and-Forward 

      Computer Communication Networks  

     In previous section, we mathematically modeled the store-and 

-forward communication network , defined the quantities and symbols, 

and stated some relations. 

 In  thi's section, the optimum route assignment problem for store-

and-forward communication network is formulated, and solved . The 

solution is referred to as the optimum route assignment  theorem , 

which gives the necessary and  sufficient  conditions to find the 

optimum route assignment minimizing total average message delay . 
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2.3.1 Optimum Route Assignment Problem  

       The optimum route assignment problem for  store-and-forward 

computer communication networks is to determine the optimum 

routing,i.e. the optimum set of routes on which messages have to 

be transmitted to optimize a well defined objective function. 

The objective functions are total average message delay, cost, or 

throughput, etc. In this section, we use the total average 

message delay as the objective function. 

 Furthermore, we assume that the network topology, traffic rate 

      and channel capacity  Ci are given. Ysd' 

                s  Let define x
,d as route assignment probability which gives the 

                                                                        s 
probability of assignment of traffic ysd to route  R.(s,d). x,d 

must satisfy 

             n(s,d)          sdsd 
         x,=1 , x,20 (2.8) 

 j=1 

 And,  Ai is given by 

      AiX sd                  xi Ysd (2.9) 
                    j,s,d1B.ER.(s,d) 

 Concerning the optimum route assignment problem, it is important 

                                      s t
o derive the conditions which x,d must satisfy to minimize the 

total average message delay. 

 Thus, the optimum route assignment problem may be formulated as 

follows: 

    Optimum Route Assignment Problem  

          Given: network topology 

                               traffic rate  Y  .sd 
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                               channel capacity  Ci 

           Minimize: total average message delay T 

            With respect to: route assignment probability [xTd] 

            Under constraint: channel utilization  pi<  1 

 2.3.2 Optimum Route Assignment Theorem  

       The solution to the  optimum  route assignment problem  formulated 

 in the previous section is given by optimum  route assignment theorem 

 as stated in; 

 Optimum Route Assignment Theorem  

      The  solution  [xTd] to the optimum route assignment problem is 

     optimum  if and only if 

                             ni=D(s,d) ;xsd>0 
                                                        (2.10) 

               ilB.ER.(s,d)DX1x
jzD(s,d) ;sd=0 

                                                  for all source node  N
s and destination node  Nd, where D(s,d) 

     is a constant value for a pair of  N
s and Nd. 

 Proof. The optimum route assignment problem can be reformulated as 
 the equivalent optimum route assignment problem given as f ollows: 

     Equivalent optimum route assignment problem ' 

        Objective function: S(x)=-T=-IL ./y +max. (2 .11) 

                                  i 

        With respect to: 

        Under  constraint: 

                 K(x)=Cgi(x),--,gN(x),h1'2(x),--- ,hsd(x),..-, 

 hM,M-1(x),f1,2(x),...,fsd(x),..., 

                         fM-1              n(M
,M-1)(x)140 (2.12) 
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   where • 

            gi(x)= pi-1 i=1,2,---,N (2.13) 

             ,sd(v),____sd+„sd÷...+,sd  (2 .14)                  " '1 '`‘•2 -n(s
,d)-1-1 

 s,d=1,2,•••,M 

 csd(x)._xsd  j=1,2,.--,n(s,d)-1 

 s,d=1,2,•••,M (2.15) 

 x=(xi,x2,---,xN) (2.16) 

            x=(xi,1i,1,1,1 i,2  i,2              i1 'x22
n(1,1)-1'x1  ,x2 

               1,2i,i-1i,i-1
x1,1-1                    xnu

,2)_1,---,x1 ,x2' n(i,i-1)-1' 

                     xi,i+1 1,1+1.xi,i+1                1 ,x2                         ' n(i
,i+1)-1" 

               i,Mi,Mi,M  x
l  ,x2,---,xn(i,m)_,) (2.17) 

  For the above problem, we use Lagrange function 

        Cx,n)=S(x)-n-K(x) (2.18) 

 where n is Lagrange multiplier given as follows: 

                    612612---"n6M'M-1                                         (            1'2(M
,M-1)-1)2.19) 

  From Kuhn-Tucker theorem [56], the necessary and sufficient 

 conditions for  (x°,n°) to maximize S under constraint Eq.(2.12) 

 are as follows: 

 (i) Necessary conditions 
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            V 01Xo,fl160,(V 0,x)XT1                        o6=0,  x°>0 (2.20)      

            Vqblx071
,0 ZO,(V(P,11)x0,fl0 =0,n°->0 (2.21) 

                                     (ii) Sufficient conditions 

             4)(x,rio)  ..(/)(xo,no.  ) + (Vx4) 1 xo
no,x-x°) (2.22) 

  , 

 4)(xo,n)  24,(xo,flos  )+(VTIOIxo
,no,n-n°) (2.23) 

 Later  on,  x° and  n° will be omitted . 

 First, we consider the necessay conditions , i.e.  Eqs.(2.20) and 

(2.21). Since  Ti given by  Eqs.(2.6) or (2.7) is differentiable 

with respect to  Xi, and the relation between  T
i and  Li is given 

by  Eq.(2.4),  Li is a differentiable function with respect to  A
i. 

Furthermore, from Eq.(2.9), it is easily recognized that  X
i is a 

                                                         s linear function of the vector x with components x
.d20. Therefore, 

                                      s thepartialderivativeof
.                           Liby x.dis given by 

     L. L. A.        i 
_ 11          sd

1axe. 
                    sd     3x .3X. 

               0  ;Bieij(s,d),  BiO
n(s,d)(s,d) 

                      aL. 
             Ysd ;B,'Eys,d), Bian(s,d)(s,d)                       DA. 

 (2.24) 

                 0  ;B.ER.(s,d), B.ER -.(s,d)                                                nks
,a) 

                      aL. 
           -Y

sd ;B0j.(s,d),BER(sd)                                    in(s,d)'                 A
i 
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And,  pi is also differentiable with respect to  Ai since  pi is a 

linear function  of,A as given by Eq.(2.2). Thus, the partial 

derivative ofgiby xsd is given as follows: 

 3gi  agi ni 

             axed    axed 

 0  ;Bi/Ri(s,d), BiOn,k(s,d)                                       sd) 

              1 
  y_sd  ;BieRj(s,d), BiOn(s ,d)(s,d)  p

iCi                                                     (2 .25) 

 0 ;B.ER.(sd),B.eR(sd)                     'n(s
,d)' 

                    sd                         ;B./R.(s,d),B.eRn(s,d)'(sd)                                                         p .0                i 

                  rs 
 Furthermore, the partial derivatives of hkr and fkmby xjd are 

easily obtained as follows: 

     Dhkr 1 ;k=s, r=d 
                                                     (2.26) 

        Dxsd                      0 ;elsewhere 

      arm  -1 ;k=j, r=s, m=d  Dfk 
(2.27) 
        Dxsd                      0 ;elsewhere 

 Therefore, the first condition of the necessary conditions, i.e. 

Eq.(2.20), is the same as the following equations. 
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  axed

jIsd           3x.             Y  i B.ER.(s,d)31i 

           1 

 BXR n(s,d)(s;d) 

   1  91, 
   +— y

sd 
                  i B.0.(s,d)                                   31                  1J 

                  BeRn(s
,d)(s'd) 

 ysd  
                                       al 

                                                     C.               i B
ieR.j(s,d)p.a. 

 Bn(s
,d)(s'd) 

                                   Ysd  
                                ai 

 i Biap.0         j'd)i 

             B1.eR(sd)                      n(s
,d)' 

                        s 

     -I3
sd(Sjd+<0 (2.28) 

                       34) 
  Vx(P= xsd  sd = 0 (2.29) 

 j,s,dax 

        s 

 x.d z O . (2.30) 

 The above three equations must be satisfied simultaneously. 

                  s Therefore
, if x.d  >0, then 
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  7sd8L1ysdDL.                                                            1  

 7  i B
1ERj(s,d)  aXi  7 i BiliRj'1(sd) DX. 

          Bi4in(s
,d)(s'd) B.eR                                       1 n(s,d)(s'd) 

     aia. 
 -7

sd -+ ysd1  
 i B.1ER.(s,d) PiCi  i Biatj(s,d) piCi 

                                    Bian(s
,d)(s'd) B.1eR                                         n(s,d)(s'd) 

    Sid-0sd+S.jd=0 (2.31) 

              s 

  and, if x.d=0, then           J 

 79L.yL.  sd1sd 

                .7  7 i  B
.eR.(s,d)8ai. i Biaj(s'd)axi 

 Bian(s
,d)(s'd) B.eR                                        1 n(s,d)(s,d) 

 ai a. 
 -l

ady          p .C.sd1                                                                                         p.       i1BeR(s,d)1ii BiaCj(s'd)1i            1j 

            Bi/Rn(s
,d)(s'd) B1.eRn(s,d)(s,d) 

  + cssd(2.32)      - 3sd
j 

   The partial  derivatives'of Lagrange function  cp by the Lagrange 

                                     Sid, multipliers,  i.e. a.,0.sd'and S.Jd, are given as follows: 

   1 

       4  X. 
         ____=_ ( . 1  -1) (2.33) 

 Da. pC.                            i1 
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              aq) 
 -

1            sdsdsd                           + x2+  •  •  • + xn(s,d)-1 -1 )  (2.34)              ao
sd 

               a(I)                       sd 

                 sd   xj(2.35) 

Therefore, the second condition  (Eq .(2.21)) of the necessary 

conditions  implies  that the optimum solution x must satisfy the 

following equations. 

                          A. 
     (  1  1  )>0 (2 .36) 

               uiCi 

         1""2n(                 +_sd+,xsd                        s,d) -1)10 (2.37) 

               sd    x .>0 (2 .38)              J 

              v a .X"xsd + xsd + + xsd 
                     sd 1 2 n(s,d)-1                u

lci s,d 

       -1) +cs ,sdxsd=0 (2.39)                     j
,s,d 

        a.>1-0,f3sd-j>,dd>0 (2.40) 

From  Eqs.(2.36)-(2.40), it is easily recognized that; 

  (a) If  Xi/piCi  +1, then  Li  }co, i.e.  S+-00. Thus ,  ai must be 

      equal to zero. 

  (b) If sdxsd+xsd++x                                   -1=0,i.e. xsd=0then a        2
n(s,d)-1n(s,d)sd 

              xsd + _sd +xsd  >0, and if -1<0, i.e .  x
n(s,d)>0'              1 '2 -r n(s,d) 

     then  13sd=O. 
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 (c) If xS.u,d=-thenISJJJ(120,and if xTd>0,thened=0. 

J 

        Thus, from the above conditions (a), (b) and (c),  Eqs.(2.31) 

       (2.32) may be divided into four cases as follows: 

         (1) If xTd>0 and xn(s ,d)'sd>0then 

 J 

          aL.aL. 
 ysd11+sd                                                                  ---1=0 (2.41) 

  — 

     y.        y i'B .1cli.j(s,d)3XDX1                                                  1O.                                   i i B.(s,d)j 

                 B.0n(s
,d)(s'd)BiERn(s,d)(s,d) 

  1 

         (2) If xJd>0 and xn(s ,d)sd=0'then 

                                9L.y                                                      aL                                                                           1 
     _ysd x14,sd                                                                                     ----:-.'=r3s  (2.42) 

             Y i B.a.eR.j(s,d)  3Xi y  i Bi0j(s'd)  ax. 

                                                                          1 

      B.0 B.cli                  1 n(s
,d)(s'd) 1 n(s,d)(s'd) 

         (3) If xJd=0 and xn(s ,d)'sd>0then 

                                                     DLi 
    Y DLi

+ysd      sd x _____<_,5sd 
 Y 9X. J  i B eR .(s,d) ni Y i BitRj(s'd) 1                 i 

j 

 BiARn(s
,d)(s'd) Biclin(s,d)(s'd)  (2.43) 

         (4) If xJd=0 and xn(s ,d)'sd=0then 

                                                                                                                             . 

     _ ysd 13L1+yDsd 1Li 1,,,Dp.,sd                         —-u 
                                                             sd j 

             Y  i B .cR.(s,d) 3X. y  i BiVRj(s'd)  ax. 

                                           1 

                                                                          1 
                    J 

                B.0n(s
,d)'(sd) BiSRn(s,d)(s,d)  (2.44) 

   1 

        Even if we appropriately choose the n(s,d)-th route  Rn(s,d)(s'd) 
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 sd  to satisfy that  x
n(s,d)>O, the generality  Of the proof is not lost. 

            And, concerning the summation for the channels  Bi, the 

     following relations exist. 

   X +  y =  y  (2.45) 
          i B.1eR.j(s,d) i B.a.eR.j(s,d) ilB.1tR.j(s,d) 

          Bia n(s,d)(s'd)  BieRn(s,d)(s'd) 

   X + I = x  (2.46) 
 i Bi

jJR.(s,d) i B.eR.(s,d) ilB.eRn(sd)(s,d)                                            j1, 
 BieRn( s,d)(s'd) BieRn(s,d)(s'd) 

      From  Eqs.(2.41),(2.43),(2.45), and (2.46), it is recognized that 

       aL. 31.,.        a. _1s,                                               ---- ; xd>0  (2 .47) 
        i1B1ER.j(s,d)Ai_ilBieRn( saxi                                  d)(s'd) 

                             i 

     a
.1..    XL _1DLisd                                                              +pp                                      i 

 ilBisys,d)  aXi ilBieRn(s,d)(s,d) 9Ai 

                                                                l,.
1        1 2a    ; x.sd=0 (2.48)                                                   J 

                         ilBieRn(s
,d)(s,d)"1 

      We define that 

                                             DL. 
    D(s,d)=  1  1                                                         (2.49) 

                                             ax.                ilB1.eRcsd)1                          n(s
,d)' 

       Finally,  Eq.(2.10) is obtained from  Eqs.(2.47),(2.48), and  (2.49) . 
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       Next,we consider the sufficient condition, i.e.  Eqs.(2.22) and 

      (2.23). These equations imply that the objective function S must 

      be a continuous, differentiable and concave function of vector x, 

      and the  constraint functions must be convex functions of x. The 

      objective function Eq.(2.11)t and the constraint functions Eqs. 

      (2.13) and (2.15) clearly satisfy these conditions. Q.E.D. 

       The optimum  route assignment theorem gives the necessary and 

 sufficient conditions to minimize the total average message delay 

     by using the partial derivative of  Li with respect to  Xi. Since 

 therelationbetweenL.and  T is given by Little's formula Eq. 

 (2.4), we can also write the necessary and sufficient conditions 

     by  useing  Ti. 

       From Eq.(2.4), we have 

        1 3T.  =  T .  +  X. 1(2.50) 
                  3X.1 a.3X.     1 1 

       Thus, the necessary and sufficient conditions given by  Eq.(2.10) 

     may be rewritten as follows: 

                                         3T.                                       =D(s,d) ; xjd>0 
 (Ti  +X  i 1   )                                                           (2.51) 

 ilB.ER.(s,d)axi  2D(s,(1)  ;  xsd=0 

                              for all  Ns and Nd 

      Assuming that the message length distribution is general,  ayaxi 

       See APPENDIX C. 
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in  Eq.(2.10) is given by 

                aLi  
= 

             1[p,(2-pi)(1+44)]   1+ (2.52) 
           3Aip.C. 2(1-p)2 

 Especially, when the message length is Erlangian with phase k , 

ai=1/kp. Thus,  3Li/3Ai  is written by 

 3L1 11pi(2-pi) (1+1/k)]                                                    (2.53)              DA. p.C. 1 2(1-p )2 

 For  k=1, the message length is exponential
, and 

        DL.
11 

 _ 

                                                   (2.54) 
               3Xip.0i(1-pi)2 

 For  k=c0„ the message length is constant, and 

             L. 1 [ p,(2-p4) 
 _  1+ (2

.55) 
              3x.piC. 2(1-p)2 

                        Let us consider  some  other plausible route  assignment . An 

intuitively reasonable assignment  is the assignment based on the 

equal-delay-principle as follows: 

 Equal-delay-principle route  assignment,[57]  

  The route assignment probabilities for the  equal-delay-principle 

 route assignment are  decided so that 
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 =E(s,d)  .xsd>0 

 Ti  (2.56) 

                                                s 

             ilB.eR.j(s,d)E(s,d) ;x,d=0 

                                   for all  Ns and Nd 

where  E(s,d) is  a-constant value of the average delay for messages 

from the source node  Ns to the destination node  Nd. 

2.3.3 Optimum Route Assignment for Multiple-Channel  

       In this section, we consider a simple multiple-channel 

model as shown in Fig.2.3, and compare the optimum route  assignment 

to the equal-delay-principle route assignment. 

                              Cl                         C
1 1 \ 

  /4/;17111Mainii.\11\ 
 1/1I 11011111EMO    '''(111111111MV 

   \111-1-11-11111111711 
                 Fig.2.3 Multiple-channel model 
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 In Fig.2.3, there are m classes of channels with capacity  C
i 

where  C1>C2>•••>Cm. The i-th class has  ni channels, and the j-th 

channel of class i has capacity  Cu, that is,  Cij=Ci  (j=1 ,2,•••, 

 n1). Furthermore, we assume that the message length is exponential 

with mean  1/p. 

 On the above assumption, the optimum route assignment and the 

 equal-delay-principle route assignment are obtained as follows: 

  Optimum route assignment  

 For Yk-1Y<Y1(:),0 

                 1/U7k  i=1,2,•••,k 
 pCi  k  1  (  E nupCu-y) ; 

                E n  u=1 j=1,2,.--,ni                             rr1/U- 
      Xij=  r=1                                                    (2

.57) 

           0  ;i=k+1,.-.,m,  j=1,2,..,ni 

where 

 p(k+1'n.VU7)-i=1'2,...,m-1 
 i=1  1=1 

         k           ,o= 0                       ;i=0 (2.58) 

           ' 

      p  E  n.C.  ;i=m 
 1=1 

Proof. The channel can be mathematically modeled by queueing unit 

 m/M/1. Thus, the average queue length  Lij on the channel C
ij 

is given by 

                          A. 
              L.                                                    (2 .59) 

                pC-X.                ijij 

where  Xij is the message arrival rate on the channel  C
ij. From 
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 Eqs.(2.10) and (2.59), the necessary  and sufficient conditions to 

minimize the total average message delay are given by 

 1-1  Cij 

                   2=D ;X..>0          (
pCij-Xij)1„) 

                                                     (2.60) 

                     1 
           ->D ;=0                             Xij 

 pC  ij 

 From Eq.(2.60), it is easily recognized that if, for certain 

traffic rate y, the channels of the classes  1,2,•,k are used 

and the other classes are not used, then the following equations 

must be satisfied. 

• 

 Cij 
=D (2.61) 

                 (pC1 ,1.-X..)2  j=1,2,--.,ni 

                     1                                                      (2
.62) 

                   pCij 

  From  Eq.(2.61), we obtain 

                pC.1 ,1                            -X.=1/pC../D 

       X.=pC.3 _3_(2.63) 

Summing  Eq.(2.63) on i and j, we find 

   .1                                                           n.     knk 

                 E E X.,== E E (pC.3.-^pC.a_/D) 
 i=1 j=1 1=1  j=1 

                                 1  k 
                 =  E n.pC.E(2.64) 

                   i=11vi=11 
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 from-which we obtain 

    k 2 
                    E n. 

      i=1    D= (
2.65) 

                 E nipCi-y 
 _1=1 

Substituting Eq.(2.65) into Eq.(2.63) , we arrive at 

                       k  i=1,2,•••,k 
        X. =pC. - k ( E n

upCu-y) ; 
                                       E n  u=1  j=1,2,-..,ni                            V7- 

 r=1 r  r 

From  Eq.(2.65), D is a monotone increasing function of y , and 

pCii/(pC.j-X.)2         1is also a monotone increasing function of Xij 

 Therefore, from Eqs.(2.60) and (2.62), it is found that yi°c 
(hereafter referred to as detour traffic rate) is the traffic rate 

y so that 

                  1 
  -D  ;i=k+1 (2

.66) 
 pCij 

where D is given by Eq.(2.65). Thus, 

      k 2 

          1Ena.                           .1171U7          i =1  
                                                   (2.67) 

               pC                    k+1 

1E1n.pCiy-o                                k 

                                = from which we arrive at 

      o k        Yk=uk  E  niic) 
 1=1  1=1 
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Moreover,  y1°11 is the traffic rate y so that 

                   Z 
     0= m  ni  =1 (2.68) 

 p  E  E  C., 
 i=1  j=1  ld 

from which we arrive at 

        o m                  y =p E n.C. 
              m i =111 

 Q.E.D. 

  Equal-delay-principle route  assignment  

For yESyE        k -1<yk' 

                  k 
                            npC. 

              i=111-y .i=12---k     -pC
i k ;                                                        j=1

,2,--,n.     E n .1 
   Xij=11=11(2 .69) 

            -0  ;i=k+1,•••,m  j=1,2,•,ni 

where 
               k 

               p 
iE11n.(C.-Ck+1) 

       1;k=1,2,...,m-1 
       =1 

   ylc= 0 ;k=0 (2.70) 

                 m 

        p En.C. ;k=m 
                   i=111 

Proof. The average channel delay in the channel C is given          Tij ij 

by 

                 1                                                      (
2.71)            T

ij_pC
ij-X.  lj 
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 From  Eqs.(2.56) and (2.71), we can easily obtain  Eqs.(2.61) and 

(2.70) in the same manner in which we obtained  Eqs.(2.57) and 

(2.58). Q.E.D. 

 It is interesting to note the relation between ykandyk. Since 

C>C>C  12kk+1' 

 yo=p E n.(C-1U---/U)                       ik+1 
                         i=1 

             <p 
iE1n.(Ci-1/Mk)=YE(2.72)                                  k+1k+1= 

Therefore, we find that 

          o E     Y
k < Yk  (2.73) 

 From Eq.(2.73), it is recognized that as the traffic rate 

increases, the commencement of detour for the optimum route 

assignment appears always earlier than that for the equal-delay-

principle route assignment. 

   Numerical examples are shown in  Figs.2.4  and  2.5 which give 

a reference to the  comment made above. For this example, we 

assume that m=3,  ni=1  (i=1,2,3), and  C1:C2:C2=3:2:1. In  Fig.2.4, 

we show the behavior of the route assignment probability  yy, 

where  A. is the traffic rate which is carried by the i-th channel, 

p is the network utilization given by  p=y/p(C1+C2+C3), and  4 and 
pk are the network utilization corresponding to the traffic rate 

yk and  yk respectively. 

 For the optimum route assignment,  (i) for  p<q=0.092, only  the 
first channel with the greatest capacity is used , (ii) for po1‘p< 
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 p2=0.309, the second channel is  also used, but the third  channel-

     with the minimum capacity is not used, and (iii) for  cip2(:),  all 

     channels are used. Thus, the detouring phenomena are observed at 

 p=pi and  p2. 

       For the equal-delay-principle route assignment, the simillar 

     detouring phenomena are observed at  p=pi=0.167 and  p2=0.5. 

                                                           o      Furthermore, it is clear that pi<piEand p2<p2E 

                                                                                                                                                                 . 

 Optimum assignment 

                      1.0 
                                            - Equal-delay-principle 

• 

    •^-1Xl/y 
                        -P 

                 ,Ccg0.6 

                                  4-3 

 0.4                                    X
2/y 

                0 0.2                /X/
y         /3 

     0-                             E / 
                    P1P1/P2                                     P

2                                                  t! 

           0 0.2  0.4  0.6  0  .  8 1.0 

                              Network utilization p 

 Fig.2.4 Route assignment probability versus network utilization 
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 In Fig.2.5, we show the total average message delay . The curve 

plotting the total average message delay consists of three curves 

which satisfy some conditions as follows: 

 For the optimum route assignment, 

     (1)  Al=y,  A2=A3=0  ;p<p(3). 

     (2) al,/ax--al,/DAA=0.po<p<po        1122'3'2 

     (3) 31.,/A=3L/ax=al,/DX•p>p°        112233'—2 

For the  equal-delay-principle route assignment, 

    (1)  X1=y,  X2=A3=0  ;p<4. 

                      --OptimumassignmentT1=-T2=T3 1 

               ---N.  Equal-delay-principleI 
      30.0  aL

1  aL2  T1=T2*         0                        =  A
,=0 
                    ax3X.,i=0    ax 

  cri12-D                                           '

..ii.                        1-1 a) I 
 TS ! ii 

            (1) 

 ct 20/                    .0 
                         11 

                                ii ' 

         e 

 raX..                              1=y 
                                  I/ i 

 0)boi/ 
                          X1=)'2=° i 

  ccii  I  / 
            cu                                     /// 

                     I 

                              ,, 
 co  I k / 

                                    . /        v 

   O 10.0 / I 

/ 4x 3L 3L aL   N//1_ 2_3                  //;,'   r DA1 3A2 3A3 
             0p1E /o"-                  P  o>E 

  Z,'          1 ,-0 P2 
       :-.P2 

           0 
        0 0.2  0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

                          Network utilization p 

Fig.2.5 Total average message delay versus network utilizatin 
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          (2) T=TX=0.pE<p<pE            12'3'1-2 

          (3) T=T=T.p>pE             123'-2 

 2.4  Conclusion. 

           In this chapter, we have discussed the optimum route  assignment 

      problem. First, we have mathematically modeled a  store-and-forward 

      computer communication network as a simple queueing network in 

     which a queueing unit consists of a buffer as a waiting room and 

      a channel as a server. Next, the optimum route assignment problem 

       has been formulated as a problem to find the optimum set of routes 

      on which messages have to be transmitted in order to minimize the 

      total average message delay. The solution, which is referred to as 

      the optimum route assignment theorem, has been found to that 

      problem. Finally, from the analysis and numerical examples, the 

      detouring phenomenon for the optimum route assignment has been 

      compared to that for the equal-delay-principle route assignment. 

      And, it has been found that the commencement of detour for the 

      optimum route assignment appears earlier than the equal-delay-

      principle route assignment. 
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                        CHAPTER 3 

             ADAPTIVE MESSAGE ROUTING PROCEDURE 

3.1 Introduction  

      The choice of message routing procedure is an important 

consideration in the design and the  operation of store-and -forward 

computr communication networks. The message routing procedure 

is defined as an algorithm by which a switching node selects the 

output channel on which a message (or packet) is transmitted . 

 So far, a number of message routing procedures have been 

developed by many authors. And , some ways of classifying routing 

procedures have been considered  [42,43,44]. 

  In this section, we shall classify the message routing  procedures 

into the following two main classes . 

    (1) Nonadaptive message routing procedure 

    (2) Adaptive  message routing procedure 

  In the former, a switching node determines the route of a message 

a priori and in time invariant, so the output channel is fixed for 

the message according to its source node and its destination node . 

Generally, the nonadaptive procedure provides  the  optimum routing 

for a network in steady state as we discussed in the previous 

chapter. 

  In the latter, a switching node determines the route of a message 

according to network conditions such as load and queue . Therefore, 

the adaptive routing procedure can adjust to changes in the network 

conditions, and is very useful for real network operations . 
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    In this chapter, the routing procedures are discussed in detail, 

   a new adaptive routing procedure based on the optimum route 

   assignment theorem is proposed, and its efficiency is verified by 

    simulation results. 

   3.2 Adaptive Message Routing Procedure  

        Message routing procedure may  be  defined as the algorithm 

   by which a switching center determines the output channel on 

   which messages  are transmitted. In circuit-switching networks, the 

   routing procedure is one of finding a route from  its  source node 

   to its destination node which is composed of free channels and 

   maintaining this route for the duration of the call. In store-and-

   forward network, barring failures of nodes or channels, the 

   communication  channels are always available for transmitting 

   messages. However, messages are queued in the buffer. Thus, the 

   routing procedure for a store-and-forward network is one of 

   selecting the next output channel by estimating, generally, 

   message delay  or queue length in the buffer. 

       Requirements for the design of routing procedure are as follows: 

   (1) It should ensure rapid and reliable delivery of messages. Thus, 

   in general, the performance measure for routing procedure is total 

    average message delay. Moreover, looping or ping-pong phenomenon 

   should be prevented. 

   (2) It should adapt to changes of network topology due to failures 

   of nodes and channels, or insertion and deletion of nodes. 

   (3) It should adapt to  varying traffic load. 

   (4) It should route messages or packets away from temporarilly 
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  congested nodes within the network . 

 (5) It should  be  a simple algorithm with light load on nodal 

 processors. 

   Classification  schemes of routing procedures have been proposed 

 by many authors till now. Here, the routing procedures are 

 classified into two main classes: 

        (1) Nonadaptive routing procedure 

       (2) Adaptive  routing procedure 

  Let us examine this classification. 

 (1) Nonadaptive  routing procedure  

     A switching node determines routes of messages (or packets) 

 a priori and in time  invariant,  i.e. the output channel are fixed 

 or determined by a  stochastic algorithm.  Thus ,  in  general, this procedure 

 cannot adapt to the variation of the network conditions such as 

 channel load, queue length in the buffer or network topology , 

  There are many procedures in this class . 

    (a) Fixed routing  [16,40] 

        Fixed routing procedure specifies a unique route followed 

      by a message (or packet) which  depends  .only upon the current 

     node at which the message (or packet) is located in the 

     network, and its destination node. Since the routing is fixed , 

     completely reliable nodes and channels are required , except 

     for the occasional retransmission of a message (or packet) 

     due to channel bit errors. 

   (b) Flooding or selective  flooding[41] 

       A switching node receiveing or originating a message (or 

     packet) transmits a  copy  of it over  "all" output  channels or 
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         over  "selective" output channels. The switching node transmits 

        a message (or packet) after the node has checked to see it has 

         not previously transmitted the message (or packet), or that it is 

        not the destination node. In this procedure, we have a large 

        volume of traffic, thus it is inefficient. 

     (c) Split traffic routing procedure [20] 

         This procedure allows traffic to flow on more than one route 

        between a given source-destination node pair. This splitting 

        is called traffic bifurcation. As an example, assume that two 

        different routes  R1  and R2 exist. A message (or packet) is routed on 

 R1 with  probability p, or on R2 with probability 1-p. 

        Therefore, a better balance of traffic can be maintained 

        throughout the network, and smaller average message delay can 

 be  achieved as compared to the fixed routing procedure. 

     (d) Random routing procedure [16,39] 

         The selection of the next node for a message (or packet) to 

 be transmitted, is made according to some probability 

        distribution over the set of neighboring nodes which are all of 

         nodes connected to the current node or selective nodes. It is 

        highly efficient, but is relatively uneffected by smallchanges 

         in the network conditions. 

    (2) Adaptive routing procedure  

        A switching node selects the route of a message (or packet) 

    according to network conditions such as channel load,queue length 

    in buffer, or network topology. 

      (a) Ideal observer routing procedure [20] 

           Each time a new message (or packet) enters a  network, .a 

          nodal processor  computes its route to minimize the travel 
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   time from its source node to its destination node, based on 

   the complete present information about the network condition. 

   However, it is impossible to have the complete information. 

   Therefore, we cannot use this procedure from the operational 

   view point. 

(b) Isolated  routing procedure [20] 

(c) Distributed routing procedure [20] 

    The isolated  procedure , and distributed procedure operate in 

   a simillar manner. Each node has a delay table and a routing • 

  table as shown in  Fig.3.1. The entries of the delay table, 

  which are denoted by  T.(d,Lm), are the estimated delays to 

           Output channel 

     L1 L2 L3 L4 

 1 0.2 0.1 0.3  0.4  L 1 

• • • 

 Lm=1,4)     • •                                                                                                                             • 

    • • 
  >71 

• • • 

                    Ai 
  i 0.1 0.3 0.7 o.5L1 i 

  co 
                                                                                                                            • 

  (21   co                                                   • 
 0.)•••OLN(i)=MinJ(i,LN) • 

•• 

  •••{L
N1• 

                                                                                                                            • 

 N 0.6  0.4 0.9 0.2  L4 N 

     Delay table Routing table 

 Fig.3.1 Delay table and Routing table 
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            go from the node under consideration (say node J) to some 

            destination node Nd.Then a routing table is formed,  for 

            example, by choosing for each row (say the i-th node) that 

           output channel number OLN(i) whose value in the delay table 

            is minimum as follows: 

               OLN(i)= Min.TJ(i'LN) (3.1) 
 {LN} 

            where  {LN} is the set of output channel numbers for node J. 

            If a node only gains  access  to the information from the normal 

            packet flowing through it, the procedure is termed "isolated". 

            The  examples  of this class are as  follows: 

 (i) shortest queue+bias routing[58] 

               (ii) hot potato routing  [59.] 

              (iii) local delay estimated routing  [41] 

            For the distributed routing procedure, the nodes are allowed 

            to exchange routing information by the transmission of special 

            packet. The routing  information  is  exchanged between the nodes 

 periodically  or asynchronously.In the ARPA network, the 

            distributed procedure is used. 

         In general, the nonadaptive procedure is simple, but lacks 

        adaptability, on the other hand, the adaptive procedure is complex, 

       but rich in adaptability. For real operational network, the 

       adaptability  seems to be more important requirement than the  simplicity, 

       because the nonadaptability to change of the network condition may 

        result in the ruin  of. communication function of the network. Thus, 

        the adaptive routing procedure is desirable to  store-and-forward 

        computer communication networks. 
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3.3 Adaptive Message Routing Procedure Based on the  Optimum . Route 

      Assignment Theorem  

      As we mentioned in the previous section , the conventional 

 adaptiv'e routing procedures use the estimated delay to go from the 

 current node or the source node to the destination node
, or the 

queue length in the buffer, as the routing information. However, 

the optimum route assignment theorem suggests that by using such 

 routing information, the minimization of the total average message 

delay cannot be achieved. Furthermore , from that theorem, we find 

that we can make the total average message delay minimum by 

using  8IV3A.  on a channel as routing information . These suggestion 

 can also be confirmed by the  following .  simple example. 

 In  Fig.3.2, we show  anetwork.which has  two ,  routes,  R1 and R2, 

           4111 R1 
 1111 

 Y 

 4111 
                   R2 

                    Fig.3.2 Two-route model 
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 from the source node  Ns to the destination node  Nd. For this 

 network, the total average message delay T(y) can be written by 

                1 
          T(y)  =—  X  L.  (X.  ) +  X  Li(X1) 

             Y ilB .cRilB.cR 
    12 

 X  L.(X.)I                                                       (3.2) 
                 ilB.iR                           lR'2 

 where L.I(X.) is the  average queue length on the i-th channel, and 

 varies with traffic rate  A.. 

  Now, we assume that the traffic amount from  Ns to  Nd increases by 

 a very small amount  Aysd, which increases the total avrage message 

 delay.  Aysd must be transmitted on either route  Ri or route R2. 

 For each case, the total average message delay is obtained as 

 follows: 

  (1) In the case that  Ri is selected, 

         1  aL.(A.) 
     T(y+Aysd)  "X ILi(xi                                         Alsdl         1 Y+AY

sd ilB.cR1DX. 

                     +  X L.(X.) +X                   a. L.(X.) (3.3) 
                  ilB.cRilB.iRR           2l'2 

  (2) In the case that  R2 is selected, 

                         1  T2(y+Aysd)-  X  L.(X.)+  X  1L.(X.) 
 y+Aysd ilB .cRilB.ER 

       12 
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                         aL.(x.) 
     3.

..                  Ay sd 1+)  (3.4)                                                                La.(xa.                                  ax
.                   1ilB iR2 

  Therefore, if 

                                                                                                                        . 

                aL.(x.)aL(x) 

                                   < 

        111i   (3
.5) 
          ilB1.eRDAlB.ERia                                  xi

12 

then 

 T1(y+Ay
sd)  <  T2(y+Aysd) (3.6) 

 On the other hand, it  is  recognized that the minimization of the 

total average message delay can be achieved by  selecting the route 

with the minimum sum of the estimated values of  aL/aA's for all 

channels on that route. 

 Based on the above discussion, we propose a new adaptive routing 

procedure, which is belonging to the distributed procedure. In the 

new adaptive routing procedure, the output channel is computed 

based on an estimated value of  arvax. The configuration and 

operation of this procedure are as follows: 

 Let consider node  I. as shown in  Fig.3.3. 

  (1) L(I,J,K) 

      This is the sum of the estimated value of auax.+  on the 

    channel from the neighbour node N(I,J)tt to some node K . 

J.  •1 The estimated value of  arvax is computed b
ased on the queue 

 length or load of channel. 

 ttN(I
,J) is the next node for which a message is destined using 

 the output channel J. 
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V 

               Lnode(i' L(I,J,K)  

    • 1111 

                Fig.3.3 Routing information and network 

       (2)  Lnode(i'j) 

            This is the estimated value of  3L/3A on the output channel J. 

       (3)  Lmin(I,K) 

            This is given by 

 min(I,K)  =  Min.  [t(I,J,K)  +1,node(I'J)] (3.7)  {J} 

 (4) Decision of the output channel 

            Each time a message with destination node K arrives at node 

           I, the nodal processor of node I selects the output channel 

           on whichmin'(IK) is obtained. 

       (5) Updating of table L(I,J,K) 

            Lmin'(IK) is used as routing information, which is 

           transmitted from each node to its neighbouring nodes 
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     periodically or  asynchronouslly. Each time  L
min(N(I,J),K) 
     arrives at node I, the nodal processor of node I updates th

e 

     table  L(I,J,K) as follows: 

 L(I,J,K)=L
min(N(I,J),K) (3.8) 

3.4 Simulation Results and Considerations  

    In this section, the new adaptive routing procedure proposed 

in Sec.3.3, is compared with the distributed procedure being used 

in the ARPA network in which an estimated delay is used as routing 

 information[58]. We consider the ladder network with six nodes and 

fourteen channels as shown in Fig.3.4. 

                  C1 

   011.1.1.1111110111111IM11) 
    5C11 

    C2 C3C6 C
9 C12 C14 

     C4 C
10 

     C8  C
13 

           Fig.3.4 Network model for simulation 
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       Furthermore, we assume that message length is exponential with 

      mean 1 kbits, traffic rate is given by 

                      0 1.2  0.4  0.8 0.1  0.3 

                    1.2 0 1.2 9.6 0.3 3.6 

                    0.4 1.2 0 3.2  0.4 1.2 
           Cys

,d  0 .8 9.6 3.2  0  0.8 9.6 

                    0.1  0.3  0.4  0.8  0  1.2 

 _ 0.3 3.6 1.2 9.6 1.2 0 (messages/sec) 

      and the channel capacities are given as follows: 

                     C1-C 2-C3-C5-C6-C7-C9-C11-C12=C14=10'kbits/sec 

 c4=c810=c13=30 kbits/sec 

       In this model, each channel is modeled as  M/M/1,  thus.  3L/DX= 

 1/pC(1-p)2. The estimated values of  aidax and channel delay T 

      are computed by observing the average queue length during a 

      routing table updating period  Tudt• 

       Simulation resultstt are shown in Fig.3.5 and TABLE 3.1. Figure 

      3.5 shows the comparison of routing procedure performance as a 

      function of traffic rate It is recognized that the  new  procedure 

      is superior in total average message delay to the ARPA procedure. 

      Especially, at moderate traffic rate  E=0.1, 0.3, and 0.5, the 

      saving of total average message delay due  to the new procedure is 

      approximately 10 % in magnitude. However, as  E increases beyond 

       tIn this simulation , the periodical updating is used,i.e.  Tud=const. 

      tt  The  simulation results are obtained by using R-SSQ (Revised 

       System Simulator for Queueing Network) [60]. 
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0.9, the difference of performance may not be observed . 

 In TABLE 3.1, the average, the variance and the  muximum value of 

the number of channels which a message has passed . For moderate 

traffic rate, the average and the variance for the new procedure 

are larger than that for the ARPA procedure . Thus, we may interpret 

that the new  procedure.,routes messages away from temporarily 

congested area, which results in smaller total average message 

delay than the ARPA procedure. However, at about  E=0 .9, that 

detouring effect is not observed. Now , we note that for  Tua=0.1, 

1.0 and 2.0 sec, simulation results give simillar performance . 

        0.12      0 

     0 
 x  a), (New procedure) 

                0                  T (ARPA 
procedure)  0 

     0 

 ro  0 .10  x 
     0 

     cd 
 0 
 0 
     0 

     (1)0.08                0  o 

                 0 
 X 

     -) 0 .06 

        0.1 0.3 0 .5 0.7 0 .9 

          Fig.3.5 Simulated total average me
ssage delay 
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             TABLE 3.1 Number of channels which a message has passed 

                     new procedure ARPA procedure 

                E average variance max. average variance max. 

          0.1 1.308 0.375 5 1.263 0.233 3 

          0.3 1.303 0.348 6 1.272 0.255 5 

           0.5 1.325 0.459 21 1.301 0.449 49 

            0.7 1.359 2.659 273 1.371 0.848 97 

            0.9 1.368 0.939 110 1.428 0.792 27 

      3.5 Conclusion  

           In this chapter, message routing  procedures  for store-and-

      forward computer communication networks have been studied. 

       First, adaptive routing procedures have discussed in detail. 

      Message routing procedures may be classified into two main classes. 

      One of them is nonadaptive routing procedure in which a switching 

      node determines routes of messages (or packets)  a  priori and in 

      time invariant. The other is adaptive routing procedure in which a 

      switching node  determines routes of messages (or packets) according 

      to network conditions. In real network, network conditions vary 

      in time, that is, channel load or number of messages in queue in 

      buffer are not constant in time, and network topology is not fixed 

      due to failures of nodes or channels. Therefore, the adaptive 

      routing procedure is useful for real network. 

       Second, a new adaptive routing procedure based on the optimum 
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average variance max. average variance max.

0.1 1.308 0.375 5 1.263 0.233 3

0.3 1.303 0.348 6 1.272 0.255 5

0.5 1.325 0.459 21 1.301 0.449 49

0.7 1.359  2.659 273 1.371 0.848 97

0.9 1.368 0.939 110 1.428 0.792 27



   route assignment theorem has been proposed. Usually, the adaptive 

   routing procedure  such as the ARPA procedure, uses estimated 

  message delay or queue length in buffer as routing informations . 

    However, the optimum route assignment theorem suggests that (1) 

   the ARPA procedure cannot make total average message delay minimum, 

  and (2)  3L/9A, where L is average queue length, and A is channel 

  traffic rate, should be used as routing information in order to 

  minimize the total average message delay.  In-the new  procedure, 

   DL/DA  is  used as routing information. Its efficiency have been 

  verified by simulation results. 
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                         CHAPTER 4 

           OPTIMUM CHANNEL CAPACITY ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM 

4.1 Introduction  

      Optimum channel capacity assignment problem as first given by 

Kleinrock is to minimize total average message delay by  appropriate 

assignment of channel  capacity. The square root channel capacity 

assignment given by Kleinrock is the solution to that problem in 

the case of exponential message length. 

 In this chapter, the solution to the optimum channel capacity 

assignment problem is derived, which is referred to as "optimum 

channel capacity assignment theorem". This theorem gives the 

 necessary and sufficient conditions to minimize the total average 

message delay in the case of general message length. Furthermore, 

from numerical results, it is shown that there exists the apparent 

difference between the behavior of the optimum  assignment  and that of 

the most plausible assignment, i.e.the proportional assignment. 

4.2 Optimum Channel Capacity Assignment Problem  

      Optimum channel capacity assignment problem  is formulated as 

follows: 

  Optimum Channel Capacity Assignment Problem  

            Given; network topology 

                                    traffic rate Xi' 

               Minimize; total average message delay T 

 t If traffic rate  ysd with source node  Ns and destination node  Nd, 

  and routing of  ysd are fixed, traffic  Xi on channel i is given. 
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              With respect to;  [Ci] 

                Under constraint; channel utilization  pi<1 

                                    channel capacity  EC,=C 
 i 

where C is a fixed total capacity. 

 4.3 Optimum Channel Capacity Assignment Theorem for General  

     Message Length  

     The solution to the optimum channel capacity assignment problem 

is given by the following optimum channel capacity assignment 

theorem. 

Optimum Channel Capacity Assignment Theorem  

     The solution  C=[Ci] to the optimum channel capacity assignment 

problem is optimum if and only if 

 3L. 
           = const . for all i  (4.1) 

 3Ci 

 Proof. The optimum channel capacity assignment problem can be 

reformulated as follows: 

    Objective function; S(x)=-T=-EA,T,/y=-EL,/ymax. (4.2)               " 
i 

   With respect to;  x=[xx2''xN -1]  (4.3) 

   Under constraint;  K(x)=[g1(x),g2(x  )'...'g2N(x)]°  (4.4) 

where  xi is the assignment probability of capacity to channel i, 

 C.=x.0  i=1,2,-..,N  (4.5) 

 x1-1-x2+..-+xN=1  (4.6) 

                       Xi 
           gi(x)=   -1  i=1,2,-..,N  (4.7) 

                     pIC                       i 
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             gN+i(x)=-x  i=1,2,•••,N-1  (4.8) 

 g2N(x)=x1+x2+—ExN-1-1  (4.9) 

   For the  above problem, we use Lagrange function 

           cp(x0-1)=S(x)-n•K(x)  (4.10) 

  where  n is Lagrange multiplier given as follows: 

                                                       (4.11) 

   From Kuhn-Tucker theorem [56], the necessary and sufficient 

  conditions for  (x°,7)°) to maximize S under the constraint  Ei.(4.4) 

  are as follows: 

      (i) Necessary conditions 

• 

 VX41XoT1  so, (vx(1),x)x0fl0=0, xclio (4.12) 

                                                                         , 

                  vx0
,n020,(vn(1),n)x0,n0=0,1-1°O  (4.13) 

      (ii) Sufficient conditions 

                 gx,e)0(x°,71°)+(VxX0oo, x-x°) (4.14) 

                 (p(x°,n)Wx°,e)+(v4)1X0 '110, ri-n°) (4.15) 

  Later on, x° and  e will be omitted. 

    First, we consider the necessary conditions, i.e.  Eqs.(4.12) and 

  (4.13) 

   Since  Ti given by  Eqs.(2.6) and (2.7) is differentiable with 

  respect to  Ci, and the relation between  Ci and  xi is given by Eq. 

 (4.5), then Tiis differentiable function with respect to  xi. 
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 Futhermore, the relation between  Ti and  Li is given by Eq.(2.4). 

Therefore, partial derivative of  Li by  xj  is given by 

                                                            aL. 
 j=i 
 DCi 

              aLiN 
              4 i=N ,  j=1,2,•••,N-1  (4.16) 

           axj aCN 

           • 0 elsewhere 

 From  Eqs.(4.5) and  (4.7), 

                        Ai 
 -C 12  i=1 ,2,•••,N-1, j=i 

 u1C1 

 agi
- C AN  i=N

, (4.17) 
           ax. pC2                      NN 

             0 elsewhere 

from  Eq.(4.8), 

                                                     j=i                  3gN
+i _ -1  (4 .18) 

                      ax.                   0  i =1 ,2,..•,N-1,  jXi 

and, from  Eq.(4.9), 

 ag2N
-1  j=1

,2,-..,N-1  (4.19) 
                     ax. 
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 Therefore, the first of the necessary conditions, i.e.  Eq.(4.12), 

is as follows: 

 4 C 9L. C 9L A.A. 'Am         - _____J_ + a .C(---2-+  " )+0.-Ss0 (4.20)      Dxj y aci y 3CN '3 pjC,1 pN4 J 
 j=1,2,••--,N-1 

        C  L. C 3Lm A. AN  
                                                   x.[-- __1 i______,.,  _a.c(-  J2 + 2)+0.-6]=0  (4.21)         J 

y DC.yDCN  J p.C. p C '3      J jj NN 

   x.>0  j=1,2,•••,N-1 (4.22)        J-

 The above three equations must be satisfied simultaneously.Thus, 

if  x.>0, then 

     C  L. C  DI, A.                                  A 

           J+—y ac-a(- jC+ N)+ 0.-6=0  (4.23)     y 3C.NJp2CN                             p2'3'                  jN 

and, if  x.=0, then 

     C  L. C  al, A. A, 
      ____ ._1+_ _I_ et.(_  J2+  "2) +0j -650  (4.24) 

                       J       y DC.  y DC p.C. p C 
     j N jj NN 

 The partial derivative of the Lagrange function  It by the  Lagrange 

multipliers, i.e. a.0.J'and(S, are given by as follows:              J' 

     -4 A
. 
 ____=_(___J___1)  j=1,2,---,N  (4.25) 

 Da. pC.                  JJ 

          acp 
 —=x .  j=1,2,•••,N-1  (4.26) 

           a(3. '3            J 
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     and 

              aq) 
         —=–(x

il-x2+•••+xN_1-1)  (4.27)              36 

      Therefore, the second of the necessary conditions, i.e.  Eq.(3.13), 

    means that the optimum solution x must satisfy several equations 

    given by 

 X. 
 -(   1)>0  (4 .28) 

                      p.0 

         x.
J>0  j=1,2,•••,N-1  (4.29) 

                     - 

         -(x
i+x2+...+xN_1-1)>0  (4.30) 

 X. 
 a.(  3  -1)  +I  0.x.-6(x12+•••+xN -1-1)=0  (4.31)           j 

piCi  j  J  J 

     and 

                  a.>0,13.>0,  6>0  i=1,2,•••,N, j=1,2,—,N-1(4.32) 

                        From  Eqs.(4.28)-(4.32), it is easily recognized that: 

     (a) If X./p.JC.J-+ 1, then L.-5-co, i.e. S÷ -co. Thus,  a. must be equal 

                       to zero. 

     (b) Since x.C=X./p.' x.>0. Thus,$jmust be equal to zero.     JJ 

    (c) Similarly,  xel-(xl+x2+•••+xN _1) must be larger than zero, 

        thus,  S=0. 

     From the above conditions (a), (b), and (c), and  Eqs .(4.23) and 

 (4.24), we obtain 

                 C  aL. C  aL, 
                           o  j=1,2,•..,N-1  (4.33) 

 y  @C.  y  aCN 
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     which  results'in 

 L. 
 ---1=eonst . for all j 

 DC, 

      Next, we consider the sufficient conditions,  i.e.Eqs.(4.14) and 

     (4.15). These conditions imply that the objective function  S must 

     be a continuous, differentiable and concave function of vector x, 

    and the constraint functions must be convex  functions. The objective 

    function  Eq.(4.2) and the constraint functions  Eqs.(4.7) , (4.8), 

    and (4.9) clearly satisfy these conditions. Q.E.D. 

        Assuming that the message length is general,  Eq.(4.1) is given 

    by 

                               p(2-p)                  a[1+(l+p2
ia1)  1 ]  -const. for all i (4.34)            C. 2(1-p)2 

                          1 

     Especially, when the message length is Erlangian with phase k, 

 c&l/kIZ,then Eq.(4.34) is rewritten by 

               p. 1 p.(2-pi) 
                 —1[1+(1+ )  

2  -const. for all i (4.35)              C
ik 2(1-p)2 

     For  k=1, the message length is exponential, and 

• 

 P.  1  
                     -const . for all  i (4.36) 

                     C.(1-p )2 

     From  Eq.(4.36), the square root channel capacity assignmentt 

    t See CHAPTER 5. 
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given by Kleinrock is easily derived. 

  For k=oo, the message length is constant, and 

                       P1. 
         [14.    p.(2-p.)                            2  ]=const. for all i (4.37) 

 Ci 2(1-p.) 

4.4 Numerical Results and Considerations  

     We are now ready to make an evaluation of the  optimum  channel 

capacity assignment which is derived from the optimum channel 

capacity assignment theorem described in  Eq .(4.1). To do this, 

we must observe the behavior of total average message delay and 

channel capacity assignment properties both with the optimum 

channel capacity assignment and with some other plausible channel 

capacity assignment. The most plausible  and  intuitively reasonable 

assignment is the  proportional  chanhel capacity assignment which 

assigns a fraction of the total capacity C to each channel in 

direct proportion to the traffic carried by that channel , viz. 

 X. 

 n 

 =—C (4 .38) 

where 

 X=E  X. (4.39) 

 In the following numerical results, we assume that the message 

length is Erlangian with phase k, and  pi-11. 

 First, we consider the two-channel model as shown in  Fig .4.1. 

 In this figure,  aids the average traffic rate entering the  i -

th channel, 

    X1+X2=y  (4 .40) 
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       A2=ca ;  Occ<1  (4.41) 

and the network utilization p is given by 

    p.---  (4.42) 
                 pC 

 Al,  Cl 

             I 

 l/p 

 X2' C2 

 Fig.4.I Two-channel model 

 The properties of the channel capacity assignment for both 

 assignments are  -shown in  Fig.4.2. In  Fig.4.2, we show the 

properties of channel capacity assignment probability for the 

optimum assignment and the proportional assignment, where Ek 

shows the Erlangian distribution with phase k. 

 With the optimum assignment, the assignment probability varies 

according to the variation of the network utilization or the 

traffic rate  I. On the other hand, it is clear that, with the 

proportional assignment, the assignment probability is constant 

independently of the network utilization. The  assignment probability 

x1  for the first channel, which transmits more traffic than the 

 second channel, with the optimum assignment, is smaller than that 

with the proportional assignment. The difference between them 

decreases as the network utilization gets to unity. At  the  extreme 

 case that  p.+1, that difference is zero. Furthermore, it is 

 recognized that the difference reduces as a gets large, i.e. the 
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 Fig.4.2 Capacity assignment probability for channel 1,  x1 (a)  a-7;0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6 
 0.7,0,8,0.9,1.0;E1,E .  (b)  a=0.1;E1,E2,E3,E4,E.



      variation between  X1 and X2 gets small, or the phase k of the 

       Erlangian  message length gets small, i.e. the variance  ofnessage 

      length gets large. 

          In  Fig.4.3, we show the incresing rate of the total average 

      message delay for the proportional assignment to that for the 

       optimum assignment, i.e.  (Tp-To)/To' where  To is the  total  average 

      message delay for the optimum assignment, and  T is that for the 

 proportional assignment. The increasing rate gets large as the 

      variance of message length gets large. When the message length 

       is exponential with maximum variance, the increasing rate is 

      maximum, and constant independently of the network utilization p. 

      The increasing rate for the Erlangian message length with phase. 

 k(>1) is equal to that for the exponential message length at the 

 .extreme case that  p  O.  As  p increases, it reduces slowly, and 

       it has  the minimum value at some network utilization pm.  (in this 

       example, at about  p=0.75). Moreover, it increases rather fast with 

       increasing network utilization beyond the  value Amin' At the extreme 

 case  that  p  1, it approaches the value of the increasing rate for 

      exponential message length. • 

        Next, we consider a ladder network with six nodes and fourteen 

       channels as shown in  Fig.4.4. For the numerical computation, we 

       give relative traffic matrix as shown in  Fig.4.5, and give a 

       fixed routing of messages as shown in TABLE  4.1. As the result, the 

       relationship among channel traffics  Xi(i=1,2,••,14) is obtained 

       as follows: 

• 

 Xl=  X3=X  7=  x8=x12=x  13 

                       x2=A4=x10=x11=A14 

                     A6=x9 
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                 Network utilization p 

 Fig.4.3 Increasing rate of total average message delay 

        for proportional assignment to that for optimum 

        assignment,(T-T)/T 
             poo 
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 Fig.4.4 Ladder network with six nodes and fourteen channels 

                          Destination node 

            1 2 3  4   5 6 

                  1 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

                  2 1.0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

            0 3 1.0 1.0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
             w 4 1.0 1.0 1.0 0 1.0 1.0 

                  5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0 1.0                     (/) 

                   6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0 

 Fig.4.5 Relative traffic matrix 

                 A1'2'X6=1.0:0.6:0.2 

 In  Fig.4.6, we show the increasing rate of the total average 

message delay for the proportional channel capacity assignment 

to that for the optimum channel capacity  assignment. It is 

easily recognized that the behavior of the increasing rate is 

simillar to that for the two-channel model as shown in  Fig.4.3. 
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                      TABLE  4.1  ROUTING OF MESSAGES 

                                 Destination Node 

  1 2 3  4 

 1      *  C1  C1'C
2  Cl'C2'C3 

 cl2 C12* C2  02'03 

0 

z 

 3 cC C11 *c3 011'12 
0 
g. 

 4 CCCCC         10'1110*  04'5'C6 
. ci)

1 2 3 4 5 6

 Cl1*  C11C2  CC2'C3  C7'C8  C7

2 012  C2  C2'C3 013  C12'C7

3  C11'C12  cll *  C3 03'044  C3'CC5

 4  014,05,06  C10'011  010 * C4

5  C5'C6  014  C9'010  C9  C5

6  C6  C6'cl C6,o'Cl,C2  CP09  C8



      Therefore, it is found that the numerical results as shown in 

     Figs.4.3 and  4.6 show the basic relation between the total average 

    message delay for the optimum channel capacity assignment and that 

     for the proportional channel capacity assignment . 
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          0 0.2  0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

                           Network utilization p 

 Fig.4.6 Increasing rate of total average message delay for 

                proportional assignment to that for optimum assignment, 

              (T-T)/T            poo 

 4.5 Conclusion  

         We have discussed the optimum channel capacity assignment 

    problem. The solution to that problem in the case of general message 

    length has been found, which is referred to as the optimum  channel 

    capacity assignment theorem. The optimum channel capacity assignment 

    theorem gives the necessary and sufficient conditions to assign 
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     capacity to channels in order to minimize total average message 

     delay under  a fixed total capacity constraint . 

      Moreover, we have compared the optimum channel capacity assignment 

     to the most plausible and reasonable channel capacity assignment
, 

     i.e. the proportional channel capacity assignment . From the 

    numerical results, it has been found that (i) the increasing  rate 

    of total average message  delay for the proportional assignment to 

    that for the optimum assignment increases as the variation among 

    channel traffic rates or the variance of message length gets large
, 

     (ii) the increasing rate for  exponential message length is maximum , 

    (iii) the increasing rate for Erlangian message length is equal to 

    that for exponential message lengh in the case that the network 

    utilization approaches zero; it  dedreases slowly as the network 

    utilization increases, it increases rather fast with increasing 

    network utilization beyond certain value of network utilization 

    with the minimum increasing rate , and approaches the value of the 

    increasing rate for exponential message length at the extreme case 

    that the network utilization gets  to unity . 
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                        CHAPTER 5 

   EXTENDED OPTIMUM CHANNEL CAPACITY ASSIGNMENT PROBLEMS 

5.1  Introduction  

     The optimum channel capacity assignment problem given by 

Kleinrock [16], is to find the optimum channel capacity assignment 

in order to minimize total average message delay under a fixed 

total capacity constraint. In this chapter, we consider extended 

optimum channel capacity assignment problems based  on  Kleinrock's 

problem. The extended problem formulated by Meister et  al.[30]is  to 

find  channel capacity assignment in order to reduce variation  among 

channel delays. On the other hand, Kleinrock's problem may be 

 interpreted as a problem to find the channel capacity assignment 

in order to minimize the total number of messages in the network, 

i.e. the sum of queueing messages on all channels. Thus, we may 

formulate another extended optimum channel capacity assignment 

 problem  to find the channel capacity assignment in order to reduce 

variation among the numbers of queueing messages on channels. This 

formulation is particularly important when the buffer size is a 

critical factor such as in facsimile network. It will be shown 

that the assignment for our extended problem has a dual relationship 

to the assignment for the extended problem by Meister et al. 

5.2 Extended Optimum Channel Capacity Assignment Problem for  

      Delay Variation  

      Meister et al. observed that in minimizing total average 

message delay T in Kleinrock's optimum channel capacity assignment 

problem, wide variation was possible among channel delays  Ti. As a 
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result, they formulated an extended optimum channel capacity 

assignment problem as follows: 

  Extended Optimum  Channel Capacity Assignment Problem [A]  

    Objective function;  A.  1/a 
          "Ta. (5.1) 

 y 

   Constraints;Pi<1 and E Ci=C (5 .2) 

where C is a fixed total capacity. 

 Concerning Problem [A], it is easily recognized that for  a>l , the 

variation among channel delays is forced to decrease , and for  0<a< 

1, it is forced to  increase. Of  coerce, when  a=1 , the above problem 

is Kleinrock's problem whose solution is referred  to  as the square 

root channel capacity assignment. 

  The solution to Problem [A] with a given value  a , which we denote 

by  C!(a), may be written as 

 1/(1+a)  a/(1+a)             A .Ai /Pi 
          C.(a)_---+C

a(5.3) 

             1 

                          vx1/(1+a)/i.a/(1+a)                                        vj 

where 

      Ca=C-E A•/u (5.4) 

X./11 represents the average traffic rate at which bits will enter 

the j-th channel, that  ts, the minimum capacity which must be 

assigned to the j-th channel. Therefore, the expression for  C
a 

 t In  the paper by Meister et al., they didn't discuss the case 

that  a is real. However, Problem [A] and its solution hold good 

for any positive real  value  a. 
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  represents the excess capacity which is merely  the difference 

 between the fixed total capacity and the sum of minimum capacities 

  assigned to each channel. 

   Furthermore, using this channel capacity assignment, Eq.(5.3), 

  the channel  delay and the total average message delay, which we 

            (a)and T*(a)  denote by T .respectively, may be obtained as follows: 

                      1E X/(1+a)/Pj                                     a/(1+a) 
                          T.              *(a)            - j                                                     (5.5)                 1 

p.0/(1+a)a/(1+a)                  a A./pi 

                           a/(1+a)                                     X1/(1+a) 

       T*(a)=1 Xj  (5.6) 
                     yCapi1/(1+a) j a/(1+a) 

   Next,  we consider  Problem [A] more carefully. 

   At the case that  a=1, we can easily obtain the square  rootchannel 

  capacity assignment which is given by 

                  A.A./p. 

                          _ 

        n*(1)1 1       -,0(5.7) 
              1p:

1a E qq./p  J 

   As we mentioned earlier, as  a gets large, the variation among 

  channel delays reduces. Especially, when  a÷co, we have 

      *(c°) _ Ai1C
i+1(5.8)                 P

iE 1/p, 

   In this extreme case, the channel delay is given by 
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              1 1 
                      m*(c°)      — — (5

.9)  C
a  j p 

• 

     From Eq.(5.9), it is clear that each  T
i is the same, that is, 

    there is no variation among them.  And, Equation (5 .6) reduces to 

       1 1 
      TyA.__(5 .10)                   L. 

 yCai  jp 

     At the other extreme case that  a  +  0, we have 

      A.Ai 1.n           =i—-ru
a—(5.11)                V EA

R                          j 

                           EA                   *(0) 1EA. 
    T.-(5 .12) 

                           p.0A.                    a1 

    and 

                T*(0)=1 1   X  --  A            j (5 .13) 
 yCa  i  p. j 

     In this case, it is recognized that the excess capacity is  assiued 

   to each channel in direct proportion to the message arrival rate 

    (messages/sec) at that channel. 

    Next, we assume that  pi=p for all i. This assumption is reasonable 

    for message-switching networks such as computer communication 

   networks. By making the above assumption, we reduce  Eqs.(5.3)- 

   (5.6) and  (5.10)-(5.13) to the following equations; 

    For any positive real value  a, we have 
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                              1/(1+a)        XX
i                    *(a)        C .=A.+C (5.14) 

                                    a 

         1
X1/(1+a)                                   3 

 A. 
      c

a=C- -1 (5.15)  p 

                            X1/(1+a) 

                                                                                                                      . 

              T(a)=1 j                                                       (5.16) 
                        pCa X1/(1+a) 

    and 

 T*(a) 1 xa/(1+a)I  x//(1ta) (5.17) 
                        pyCa i  

 In.  the case that  a  +co, we have 

• 

                   *(.)                    ACa 
      C=—+— (5.18) 

                             N 

                  *(.)N 
    Ti=(5.19) 

                           pCa 

    and 
                         N 

 T*(°°)_    /  Ai (5.20) 
                          pyCa i 

      In the case that  a  4-  0, we have 

              X. X.  X.         *()
_11           C .-—+ Ca=C(5.21) 

                              EX.E X. 
                     •• 
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                        X 
           *(0)1j 

   T.(5 .22) 
                       pCaX.1 

and 

                T*(0)_N       _  A. (5 .23) 
 pyCa  j  •  J 

This assignment gives capacity to a channel in direct proportion 

to the traffic amount  (Xi/p bits/sec) carried by that channel . 

Thus, it is called by the proportional channel capacity assignment . 

5.3 Extended Optimum Channel Capacity Assignment Problem for  

      Queue Variation  

     The well known Little's formula  [55] says that average queue 

length  Li is merely a product of message arrival rate  X
i and 

channel delay  Ti. Therefore, it is easily recognized that the 

total average message delay is directly proportional to the sum 

of average queue lengths in all channels , i.e. the total number 

of messages within the network. Thus , Kleinrock's problem may be 

interpreted as an optimum channel capacity assignment problem 

whose solution is the channel capacity assignment minimizing the 

total number of messages within the network . Here, we consider the 

variation among the queue lengths  Li, and formulate another 

extended optimum channel capacity assignment problem different 

from Problem [A] as follows: 

  Extended Optimum Channel Capacity Assignment Problem [B]  

   Objective function; 

 V La  )1/a                        -9- min .  (5.24) 

                                 L 
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    Constraint ; p.<1 and EC=-C (5.25)              1
i1 

     The optimum channel capacity assignment, which we denote by 4a), 
    is given by 

                                     (x./..'.)a/(1+a) 
         C()=-1 +Ca11(5.26) 

                         1 

                        P. E(x ./pp/(1+a) 
               jJ 

    and the average channel delay and the total average message delay, 

 which we denote by  T(a) and  T(a) respectively, are given by 

                                    a/(1+a) 
                       1E(Xj/lij) 

 T(a)=   (5.27)              1  
piCa a/(1+a) 

                                              `Ai'Pi1 

                                                                                                                         . 

 T(a)=1X(1)1/(1+a)I  (Aj  )a/(1+a) (5.28) 
 yCa  i pi J 11- 

     Proof. Problem [B]  can'be reformulated as follows: 

         Objective function;  f(C")=t  LS  +  min. (5.29) 

 Constraintt,  g(r)=Z C'.1-Ca=0 (5.30) 

    t In  Eq.(5.31), we allow  C; to take zero at which case  pi=1. Thus 

     the constraint equation  Eq.(5.31) is different from the original 

     constraint that  pi<1 (Eq.(5.25)). However, when  pi+1,  Li-  co, which 

     shows that the objective function given by  Eq.(5.29) can never be 

 minimum for C:=0. Thus, it is reasonable that Eq.(5.25) is 

                      1 

    replaced with  Eqs.(5.30) and (5.31). 
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 C'>0 (5 .31) 

where  C'=(Ci,C,•••,q)  and 

     C:=Cia) a.(5.32) 

 Concerning the reformulated problem, the objective function  f(C') 

is a continuous, differentiable and convex function with respect 

to vector  V. And, both the constraint functions  Eqs .(5.30) and 

(5.31) are linear functions with respect to  C', that is , special 

forms of  convex functions. For the proof of the above problem , we 

use Lagrange function given by 

            (1)(C',u)=f(C')+11•g(C') (5 .33) 

where u is a Lagrange multiplier. From Kuhn-Tucker theorem [56] , 

the necessary and sufficient conditions for  (C  ,u) to minimize 

 f(C') under the constraint given by  Eqs.(5 .30) and (5.31) are as 

follows: 

 (i)  necessary conditions 

                A A 

      VC'gr,11)Z0  (5 .34) 

        e'.VC'CE",ii)=0 (5.35) 

      vuCE-,1A1)=0  (5.36) 

  (ii) sufficient condition 

       ce-,J1) is a convex function with respect to both  C' and u. 

Since  f(C') and g(C') are convex,  cP(C',u) satisfies the sufficient 

condition. 
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  Next, we consider the necessary conditions. On the assumption 

that the message length is exponential, the average queue 

length  Li is given by 

                      Ai     L.-  (5.37)                   1 
p.C'                     i 

 Therefore, partially differentiating  Eq.(5.33) with respect to 

vector  C', and evaluating at  (c-,a), we may rewrite  Eqs.(5.34) and 

 (5.35) as follows: 

            c„( )a-1  A..21.111>0 (5.38) 

                                           - 

 Pieip.01i 

                       ,Al
C -a( A.1 )a-' 1=0 (5.39) 

                             1^
,                      u1C1p .0i2 

 Furthermore, partially  differentiating•Eq.(5.33) with respect to 

u, and evaluating at  (e-,a), we may rewrite Eq.(5.36) as follows: 

      O:-Ca=0 (5.40) 

 • 

 The necessary conditions mean that the optimum solution  (C',u) 

must satisfy  Eqs.(5.38), (5.39), and  (5.40) simultaneously. And, 

 Li;  co for  61,0, thus it must hold that  C'>0. 

 Therefore, from  Eqs.(5.38), (5.39), and  (5.40), we obtain 

                  iA-„ 
         -a( x1)(1-'  1 +u=0  (5.41) 

                   uiCi -. 

                 

• 
pCi2 

or 
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                                                                                                                                   . 

                 c:.(a)1/(1+a)(X1)/(1+a)                                                       (5.42) 

                               k 

 P. 

    Substituting Eq.(5.42) into Eq.(5.32), we find 

                   =( 1)1/(1+a)1( xi )a/(1+c)=c(5 .43) 
 i1.3.              i  pia 

    from which 
                   a1/(1+a) 

     HT) Ca (5.44) 
                                  .,, 

                                                    T 

                                 1(X)aik.i.a) 
 i  pi 

     From  Eqs:(5.42)  and  (5.44), we obtain 

                      (xi/vi)a/(1+a) 
     C:=Ca (5.45)                   1 

1(x./11)a/(1+a) 
                  J                    J 

     Substituting  Eq.(5.45) into Eq.(5.32), we arrive at 

                     A.oi/pip/(1+a)                 (a) 
       Ci=—+ Ca(5.46)                                       P. 

                             X(X./P.)a/(1+a)                             J J 

     Finally, substituting Eq.(5.46) into  Eqs.(2.6) and (2.4), we can 

   easily obtain  Eqs.(5.27) and (5.28). Q.E.D. 

      Next, we consider properties of Problem [B], and the relation 

    between Problem [A] and Problem  [B]. 

     It is clear that for  a=1, Kleinrock's problem and its solution, 

    i.e. the square  root channel capacity assignment, are obtained. 
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 (1) Concerning the total average message delay, the following 

    equation holds good. 

 T(a)=T(1/a)                                                   (5.47) 

  The variation among the average queue lengths  Li decreases by 

 raising  Li to  a-th power. On the contrary, the variation increases 

by raising  Li to  (1/a)-th power. However, from  Eq.(5.47), we find 

that the total average message delay T  is  same for both cases. 

   As we mentioned above, the variation among the  Li decreases with 

 increasing  a. In particular, let us examine the case  a  +co. 

 (2) For  a  -)-03, we have 

                0(')_un X/11.                        11        =--r
a (5.48)                                    p . 

                      y X./p 

 This assignment gives capacity to a channel in direct proportion 

to the traffic amount  ("bits) carried by that channel. Commonly, 

it is known as the proportional channel capacity assignment. From 

 lengths  Lim) given by 

     L(w)=-A. (5.49)                1C
a  j  p 

 From Eq.(5.49), it is  recognized that, in the extreme case that 

 a  +cc, we have no variation among the  Li. 

 FromEq.(5.48),thechanneldelayTY")is obtained as follows: 

           (co)                1  A.                                                    (5.50) 

                    1 

 XiCa  j  pj 
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  And, from  Eqs.(5.50) and (2 .3), the  total average message delay 

 is obtained as follows: 

                 T(00)=                                       X.                                          ( 
 yCa j pj5.51) 

 (3) _At the other extreme case that  a  0, we  have 

                 ,-,(0)Ai,Ca       = -r (5
.52) 
             pi N 

 From Eq.(5.27),  the-channel delay  Ti°) is obtained as follows: 

           ( 

             T.0)-               1
p.0                                                    (5.53) 

                          a 

 And, from  Eq.(5.28) , total average message delay  T(°)  is given 

as follows: 

     T(0'=N Ai (5 .54) 
 yCa i pi 

 At that extreme case, the assignment gives each channel its 

minimum required amount  (X
i/pi) plus a constant additional amount 

    Next, we assume that  p
i=p. As we mentioned earlier, that 

assumption is  reasonable.  On that assumption
,  Eqs.(5.26), (5.27), 

and (5.28) reduce to as follows: 
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                              a/(1-Fot) 
              _1              X.0,

aXi              0()       -••_•(5.55)             1p
x xe4/(1+a) 

                       Ac!/(1+a) 
          (          T.)=  1 j                                                   (5.56) 

                       pCa,/(1-1-a)                 a X
i 

 T(a)_ 1/ xy(l+a) xa/(1+a)  (5.57) 
 ypca  i1 

At the case that  a.+03, we have 

                                X. 
          0(c°)_1 u Xi  

 1 u a r                                     L A. 

                             X.p     -C  1 (5.58) 
                               A./1.1 

                       A 
 T(°°)= 1  (5.59) 

 Ca  Xi 

and 

          T(°°)= N       T`of-    IX. (5.60) 
 ypCa j 

 And, at the case that  a,  +  0, we have 

                                a           XC               0(0).     =+(5.61) 

             (0)_      T.- (5.62) 
 pCa 
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and 

      T(0)_  I A.(5 .63) 
                     ylica j- 

 On this assumption that  pi=p, some close relations between Problem 

[A] and Problem [B] can be found. 

 First, we consider the optimum cahnnel capacity assignments for 

Problem  [A] and Problem [B]. 

 (4) The channel capacity assignment to decrease the variation 

    among the queue lengths  Li in Problem  [B] , is the same as 

    that to increase the variation among channel delays  T
i in 

    Problem [A], that is, 

              (a)*(1/a)     C
i=C. (5.64) 

 From  Eq.(5.64), it is recognized that if we decrease the variation 

among the  Li, the variation among the  T
i increases,  on  the  contrary, 

if we increase the variation among the  Li, the variation among the 

Tidecreases. 

 Concerning the total average message delay for these two problems , 
the following relation is found. 

(5) The total average message delay given by the capacity assignment 

    to reduce the variation among the  Li in Problem  [B] , is equal 

    to that given by the capacity assignment to reduce the variation 

    among the  Ti in Problem [A], that is, 

 T(a)=T*(a)  (5.65) 

 It is amazing that, though the capacity assignment for Problem 

[A] is different from that for Problem [B], they have the same 

total average message delay. 
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 5.4 Numerical Results and Considerations  

          The first numerical result which shows the effect of  a  in 

     Problem [B], is obtained by using a simple two-channel model as 

      shown in  Fig.5.l. 

                              Xl'l/pC1 

 04.0 
                          X1/pC                              2'2'2 

 Fig.5.l Two-channel model 

       In  Fig.5.l, we have two channels from the first node to the second 

    . node. The i-th channel carries traffic  Xi (messages/sec), and the 

      quantitative relation between  X1 and  X2 is as follows: 

      Al=.A2 (5.66) 

       Furthermore, we assume the rate of the average queue length on 

      the first channel to that on the second channel is given by 

                   (a)(a)1/(1+a)      L
i/L2(5.67) 

       The behavior of this relation is shown in Fig.5.2,  and  the average 

      queue lengths  on  both channels are shown in Fig.5.3, where  =-0.1 

 and 0.5. 

       As shown in these figures, it is easily recognized that as  a gets 

      large,  Lia) increases and  4a) decreases. As a result, the 
      variation among the average queue lengths decreases, as we expected. 
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               5 

            0.5 

      4 
                  0 

           0 
   0 0.5 1.0 

                          Network utilization p 

      Fig.5.2 Rate of average queue length on the first channel to 

                that on the second channel 

      It may also be seen that the reducing rate of the variation 

     increases, as the ratio  E decreases, i.e. the variation among 

     Al and X2 increases. 

          Now, let us consider the design of buffer size. Usually , 

     the buffer size, which we denote by B [messages], is determined 

     by the following equation. 

 P(k)<e (5.68) 
                      k=B 

     where P(k) is the steady state probability having k messages in 

     the queue, and e is a given block probability. 

      Since the channel is mathematically modeled as a queueing unit 

 M/M/1, P(k) is given by 

 P(k)=(1-p)pk (5.69) 
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Fig.5.3 (a) Average queue length versus  network utilizatin; 

 =0.1 
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Fig.5.3 (b) Average queue length versus network 
utilization 

                =0 .5 
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where p is the channel utilization. 

 From  Eqs.(5.68) and (5.69), we find that 

 log  E 
 B=   (5.70) 

                 log p 

In Fig.5.4, we show the buffer sizes for the first channel and 

the second channel, which we denote by  Bia) and  4a) respectively, 
where e=10-10t. 

                              B(a)  B(a)   2 .0x102- 2  I, 1 
 a=0i ,i                                                      / En I 

a) Air bn2//                                           i/ 
  21.0x102_ANNIV/// , 

 w_I',, ,',-0 
 E_/ ,!--,--1 . 

    _,, ,/, 
          ----.  / , ,2 

                       - 6/ / // , 5 
  '5 .0x101- ./ /  ,  /cc, 

                                     //. 
    - /  /  . /                                                                                        i  •,

/ /  / /      --. 6
.// 

M-./// 
 .., . . ,/                .

„  0
.)..-/-•,/ 

 ..-1- .,,,, , . 

                               . ..              / , 
 FA -, /' ,/' 

 a) ..- -- ,  . 
 cH . ," , .            . . 

       1.0x101- . „                             / .,            - / 
.. . 

             - /.. . 

                          /. 

                                  . 

   5.0 1 1 i i i           0 0
.2 0.4  0.6  o.8 1.0 

                          Network utilization 

 Fig.5.4 (a) Buffer size versus network  utilization;=0.1 

 t For  6=10-b, the buffer size is  b/10 times as great as that for 

e=10-10. 
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      Fig.5.4 (b) Buffer size versus network  utilizati on;E=0.5 

 As shown in  Fig.5.4, we can decrease the difference between Bia) 
 and  (a) by increasing value of  a , which may also be deduced from 

 Fig•5.3. The reduction of the difference is due to the decreasing 

of  B(a) and theincreasing B(a) . Furthermore, as E gets large ,                          1 
the difference decreases . 

  Now, it is costly to implement many buffers with various 

 sizes for cahnnels in a network . Thus, it is desirable to standardize 

the buffer size. For the above two -channel model , B(a)(›B(a)) 

may be considered as the standardized buffer size . Therefore, 

it is able to make the standardized buffer size small by getting 

 a large. 
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       Next, we consider a ladder network with six nodes and fourteen 

       channels as shown in Fig.5.5. 

             X Cl  X  ,  C 

       411eiminme 
                   A5, c5  A

11'  c11        A3 II X2 X9IIA6 X14  X12 
 C3  c2 

CC9c6 Ch12                                                       14 

       co,           mmumemainamiX 0 
                         A8'c8 •A13'  c13 

                           Fig.5.5 Ladder network 

       For the numerical computations, we give a relative traffic matrix 

 as follows: 

                               Destination node 

           1 2 3  4 5 6 

                    1 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

 o 2 1.0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

                   3 1.0 1.0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
                 • 

4 1.0 1.0 1.0 0 1.0 1.0 

 m •5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0 1.0 

                     6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0 

       and give a fixed routing of messages as shown in TABLE 5.1. 

       As a result, the quantitative relation among the traffics  Xi is 

       as  follows:  • 

 X1=X3=X7=X8=X12=X13 
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TABLE 5.1 FIXED ROUTING OF MESSAGES

Destination Node

0
7:3
0

0
0

0

1 2 3  4  5 6

1 C2  C1  c2,  CC2  CC7'C12

2  C3  c3'C1  C4  C1,  CC10

3  C5  CC2  C6  C7  C7'C12

 4 CC8,  CS
9

CC1n,14  C1  n

 5  Cll'C5 CCC12',113' 8  C11  C12'C13  C12

6  C13'C8'C3  C13'C8 CC14'11  C13  C14



   In TABLE 5.2, we show the total average message delay given by 

 the optimum channel capacity assignment for Problem  [B]. As a 

 matter of course, for  a=1, the capacity assignment is the square 

 root channel capacity assignment which gives the minimum value 

 of total average message delay. And,  it is also recognized that 

 as  a gets large, both  T(a) and  T(1/a) increase. Of course,  T(a)= 

 T(1/a), and  T(a)=T*(a) 

              TABLE 5.2 TOTAL AVERAGE MESSAGE DELAY  (sec) 

         2  4 8 16 32 64 128   c\24,1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1                    16 32 64  128  0 

 0.10.247 0.248 0.251 0.254  0.256 .  0.258 0.259 0.259 0.259 

      0.3 0.317 0.319 0.323 0.327 0.330 0 .331 0.332 0.333 0.333 

 0.5 0.444  0.447  0.452 0.458 0.462 0.464 0 .465 0.466  0.467 

 0.7  0.740 0.744 0.753 0.763 0.769 0 .773 0.775 0.777  0.778 

      0.9 2.222 2.232 2.260  2.288  2.308  2.320 2 .326 2.330 2.333 

   In Fig.5.6, we show the increasing rate of total average message 

  delay for  a=1,  to  that for  poSitive real value  a. The increasing 

 rate may be written as  (T(a)-T(1))/T(1). From Fig.5.6, it is 

  recognized that as  a increases, the increasing rate increases 

 rather fast at the case that  0<a<8, and more slowly at the case 

 that  a>8. However, we may find that the increasing rate is not 

  so large. 

  In Fig.5.7 and 5.8, we show the variation among the channel 

 delays, which we denote by  eT, and the variation among the 
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    Fig.5.6 Increasing rate  of  total average message delay 

queue lengths,  which  we  denote  by  aL. These variations are defined 

as follows: 

                   1              aT={L 1_,T,2}1/2                                                    (5.71) 

                   1          =[211/2                                                     (5.72)            uLIk                   i N 

where 

         TT.      T.= 1 -L.-  (5 .73) 
 i  N 

                             L. 
                    rj=  (5 .74)  i  
N 
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Fig.5.7 Variation among channel delays



Fig.5.8 Varation among queue lengths



        As shown in Fig.5.7,  aT increases as a gets large, which we 

        expected earlier. Moreover, it is recognized that the increasing 

        amount of aT is large for large network utilization p. At the 

        extreme case that  a  ÷0, in which the excess capacity is divided 

        into equal amount for each channels,  we have no variation among 

        channel delays. And, as shown in Fig.5.8,  al, decreases as a 

        increases, which is mentioned earlier. Furthermore, we find that 

        the increasing amount of  al , increases as network utilization 

        increases. At the extreme case that  a  ÷co, which gives the 

        proportional channel capacity assignment, we have no variation 

        among queue lengths. Therefore, it is obvious that  the channel 

        capacity assignment for Problem [A] has a dual relation to the 

 assignment for Problem [B]. 

        5.5 Conclusion  

              In summary, a new extended optimum channel capacity  assignment 

        problem has been formulated for store-and-forward communication 

        networks. The optimum channel capacity assignment problem as first 

        given by Kleinrock is to achieve the minimum total average message 

        delay, which  may  be also interpreted as a problem to minimize the 

        number of messages within the network. The new extended problem 

        is to find the channel capacity assignment to reduce variation 

        among queue lengths. The solution for the extended problem results 

 in:(1)Total average message delay for the  channel  capacity  assignment 

        reducing variation among the queue lengths, is equal to the 

        assignment increasing that variation. (2)The proportional channel 

        capacity assignment has no variation among the queue lengths. (3) 

        The channel capacity assignment which gives each channel its 
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  required  capacity  plus a constant additional capacity , has the 

   maximum variation among the queue lengths . 

     Furthermore, by assuming that all of channels have the same 

  average message length, it has been found that there exists a dual 

  relation between the new extended problem and the other extended 

  problem reducing variation among channel delays given by Meister 

  et al. as  follows:(1) The channel capacity assignment making the 

 variation  among  the  queuelengths to the  a degree
, is the same as the 

  channel capacity assignment making the variation among the  channel 

  dealys to the  1/a degree. (2) The former assignment is different 

  from that making  the variation  among the channel delays to the  a 

 degree,  but both have the same total average message delay . 
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                       CHAPTER 6 

                       CONCLUSIONS 

 Some important objectives of this thesis were to gain useful 

techniques applicable to store-and-forward  computer  communication 

networks. 

 The several significant results in this thesis are summarized 

as follows: 

(1) Optimum route assignment problem  

    The optimum route assignment theorem has been obtained, which 

gives the necessary and sufficient conditions to find the optimum 

route assignment minimizing total average message delay. 

 For a simple multiple-channel model, the optimum route assignment 

has been compared with the equal-delay-principle route assignment. 

  As a result, it has been found that as traffic rate increases, 

the commencement of detour for the optimum assignment appears 

earlier than that for the equal-delay-principle assignment. 

(2) Adaptive routing procedure  

    A new adaptive routing procedure based on the optimum route 

assignment theorem has been proposed, in which an estimated value 

of  8L/3X is used as routing informations, where L is the average 

queue length, and A is the average traffic rate. 

 From simulation results, it has been verified that the new 

procedure can achieve smaller total average message delay than 

ARPA procedure. 

(3) Optimum channel capacity assignment problem  

    The optimum channel capacity assignment theorem has been 

obtained, which gives the necessary and sufficient conditions 
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   to find the optimum channel capacity assignment minimizing total 

   average message delay in  the  case of general message length . 

 (4) Extended optimum channel capacity assignment problems  

       An extended optimum channel capacity assignment problem has 

   been formulated and solved. It is a channel capacity assignment 

   problem to reduce variation among queue lengths. It has been found 

  that this extended problem has a dual relation with the extended 

   problem given by Meister et al., which gives a channel capacity 

   assignment reducing variation among channel delays . 

        In this thesis, we have developed several optimization 

   problems on store-and-forward computer communication networks 

  which deal with one kind of messages with one average message 

   lengh. Therefore, the optimization problems for the network which 

  deal with many kind of messages, for  example,  interactive message 

  and file message, are left unsolved for future research . 
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                         APPENDIX A 

     GENERAL INDEPENDENCE ASSUMPTION TESTS FOR A NETWORK 

 Fultz introduced the general independence assumption, and showed 

its validity for a simple model with three nodes.  In this appendix, 

its validity is verified for a more complex network model with six 

nodes and fourteen channels as shown  in  Fig.A.l, 

      C1 C2 

       011111111111.011Millille 
                     C12 

 C7  C6                Clc             114 C11  C10  I  c3 
      011111.11.10/1.1111111.110       C8 C9 

 Fig.A.l Model for general independence assumption test 

 In this model, it is assumed that the distribution of message 

length is Erlangian with phase  k=1,3, and  00, which we denote by 

 El, E2, and  E. respectively, the channel capacities are given by 

 '10 kbits/sec  ;1=1;2
,•.•,6 

 C.— 6  kbits/sec  ;i=7,8,•.•,12 

                  2 kbits/sec  ;i=13,14 

and the relative traffic matrix is given as  follws: 
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                              destination node 

 1  2  3  4  5  6 

                 1 0  1  1 1 1 1 

                 2  1  0  1  1  1  1 

               0 3  1  1  0  1  1  1 

               0  4  1  1  1  0  1  1 

 0 

                 5  1  1  1  1  0  1 

                 6 1 1 1 1 1  0 

       Furthermore, a fixed routing  for messages is shown in Fig.A.2. 

       In this model, each channel may be mathematically modeled as M/Ek/  1, 

      thus the channel delay  Ti is given by 

                          11).   (A .l)                        T.=---4(1+) 

                          1  

  pCik  2pCi(1-pi) 

       From  Eqs.(2.3) and  (A.l), the total average message delay is 

       found as follows: 

                                   2  114 
             1   pi            T= [p.+(l+ ) ]/Y (A.2) 

 1=1 1 k  2(1-pi) 

        Figure A.3 shows a comparison of the total average message delay 

       obtained from Eq.(A.2)  and-that obtained from simulation. As 

       shown in Fig.A.3, it is confirmed that there is adequate agreement 

       between simulation data and theoretical result. 
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1 2 3  4 5 6

1  Cl  C1'c2  Cl'C2,c3  C7,C8 C7

2 C12 C2  C2'C3 C13  C12,C7

3  C11'c12  C11  C3  c3'c4 C'Cc
_34'5

 4 CC10,11 C10 *
C C

5  C5'C6 ci4  C9'C10 C9 C5

6  C6 C6'C1  C6'Cl'C2 C8,C9 C8

                           Destination Node 

 1 2 3 4  5 

   * C
lcl'C2 Cl'C2'C3C    C7,8 C, 

C12 * C2  C
2'C3 C13  C. 

 C11'C12 C11 *  C
3  c3,cLt 

 C ,C  ,C . C •,C C* C C) 

 C5,C6 C14 C9,C
10 C9 * C, 

 C6  C6,C1  C6'C1 'C2  C8'C9 C8 

Fig.A.2 Fixed routing for general independence assumption test



Fig.A.3 Comparison between simulated total average message delay 

       and theoretical result. 
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                            APPENDIX B 

                         PROOF OF  EQ.(2.3) 

   Average message delay for messages with source node  N
s and 

  destination node  Nd, which we denote by  Z
sd' is given by 

                       1 nsd                            (k)
,(k)      =—L(B

.1)            ZsdYsdsd 
                        Ysd  k=1 

  where 

 nsd ;number of routes from  N
s to Nd 

           y(k).'average-number of messages transmitted on the k-th           sd 

               route  Rk(s,d) from  N
s to Nd 

           Z)•'average delay for messages transmitted on the route           sd 

 Rk(s,d) from N
s to Nd 

  and 
 nsd 

        7 ),(k(B .2)                  Ysd=L'sd 
                          k=1 

 By defining that 

                sd(k)(i)=[1  ;BisRk(s,d)                                                         (B.3), 
                        0  ;Bipk(s,d) 

 'Equation (B
.1) may be rewritten by follows: 

 nsd 

               Zsd- 1 7 )6(k)(                                Y
sdLsd`'417,                           i(B.4)  y

sd k=1 1=1 

 where 

 B. ;• the  i-th channel in the network 

          N ; number of lines in the network 
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 Ti ;average channel delay for  B. 

        On the other hand, the total average message delay is  obtained  by 

 T. y Ysd zsd(B.5) 
                    s,d  y 

       Substituting Eq.(B.4) into (B.5), we obtain 

                            n d 
1,‘                Ysd 1 (k) 

       T= L L Y                                              .sd V (S'")(i) T.                               sd k 1 (B.6) 
                s,d  y  Ysd k=1 1=1 

       We may change the order of summation for triple sum and regroup 

      terms  such that 

            N T.nd 
          T=1S(k)(i) y(k)                                                         (B.7) 

                   1=1 y s,d  k=1 sd 

      Since 
                           n                    su (k)() 

                                                        (B.8)                A.= x 6sd(i) ysk"d 
                         s,d  k=1 

       we arrive at 

                   N 
 T=  T. 

 1=1 y 1 
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                         APPENDIX C 

     PROOF THAT  EQ.(2.11) IS A  CONCAVE FUNCTION OF VECTOR x=[xTd] 

                                                        J 

    From  Eqs.(2.6),(2.7), and (2.4), it is easily recognized that 

   Li is a convex function of  Ai, which may be written as follows: 

        L.  -S aL.  +(l-a)L.1 
                                                    1 A .,-  (C.1)                               i                   pt.=aA-1(1-a)A- A.=A    1 1 i A 

   Since the relationship betweenAiand x .sd                                               is given  by Eq.(2.9), 
                                      J 

   we have 

 L. 
 lx=ay+(l-a)z 

 =Lil 
Ai= E CaYTd+(l-a)zd led 

                                       1 

                      j,s,d1B.ER.(s,d)JJ 

                         =L
i

1Lx..,_                           yY                   aEsdiisd 
                          j,s,d1BieRj(s,d)"' 

                   +(l-a)E zci  yTd i  (C.2) 
                            j,s,d1B.a .ER.(s,d) J  J 

  Similarly, we have 

               L.1 x=y =Lik.=                                             y. Y. (C.3)                            1 j ,s,d1Bielys,d) ° 3 

               Lil =L1 
                                                 sd*sd (C.4)           lx=zA .= E z.y.            ,1j,s,d1B ielys,d)JJ 

   From  Eqs.(C.1),(C.2),(C.3), and  (C.4), it is found that 

            Ll SaLi1+(l-a)L.(C.5)               1 

                                                           1 

                 i 
             x=ay+(l-a)zx=yx=z 
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 Equation (C.5) implies that Li is  a. convex function with respect 

to x=xEsd].              Thus, the linear sum  ELi/y, which has positive 

coefficients l/y, is also  convex  [75]. This is the same that 

 Eq.(2.11) is a concave function of x. Q.E.D. 
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